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Abstract

In this research program, various important aspects for computer-based adaptive
c'ontrol and optimization strategy for a continuous bioreactor, have been investigated.
The study was carried out in the following four phases: (a) development of a new
method for on-line monitoring of biomass concentration; (b) measurement of kinetics
of growth of S.cerevisiae; (c) dynamic bioreactor simulation studies; and (d)
experimental control of a continuous bioreactor.
An interesting observation was made in absorption of light by yeast cells at

"high" concentrations leading to a new equation: log (Tffo)

=K

log (C/Co) , while

developing a suitable method for on-line monitoring of yeast cell concentrations. A
consistent theoretical explanation was developed starting from the fundamental
assumptions of Beer-Lambert's law. This equation was shown to be valid for several
optically sensitive solutions [with negative deviations] and thus has the potential of
becoming a law. The underlying reasoning behind this phenomenon may improve our
present day understanding about absorption of electromagnetic radiation by various
substances.
Based on this new concept, a novel spectrophotometric technique has been
developed and successfully implemented for on-line monitoring of a wide range of yeast
iii

cell concentrations in a continuous bioreactor [which has been considered a difficult task
in the literature due to lack of reliable instrumentation]. To the author's knowledge, this
is the first successful method for on-line monitoring of "high" biomass concentrations
which could be implemented for process control applications. This approach may lead
to a new generation of instruments in spectroscopy.
Extensive batch and continuous experiments were carried out on a well-defined
medium using S. cerevisiae at different initial glucose concentrations. The biomass yield
was found to be a function of the inhibitory environment of the bioreactor. Four new
correlations have been proposed to explain the inhibitory kinetics of ethanol
fermentation. These experimental results are expected to have a significant influence in
formulating the fermenter design variables and control strategy for optimizing the
productivity of ethanol fermentation process.
Based on extensive simulation studies, an algorithm [called the SE algorithm]
was successfully formulated using state equations: (a) for on-line estimation of important
unmeasurable states and critical time-varying parameters; and (b) for adaptive control
and dynamic optimization of a bioprocess. Based on simulation studies, a numerical
technique was also developed to improve the convergence of the extended Kalman filter
algorithm.
The SE algorithm was implemented for on-line state estimation and dynamic
optimization of a lab-scale [450 mL working volume] continuous ethanol fermenter. An
IBM PC along with an OPTO board were used for on-line data acquisition and for
execution of the optimization algorithm. A number of experiments were carried out to

IV

verify the performance and true adaptive nature of the algorithm. The experimental
results clearly illustrate the successful development and implementation of computerbased adaptive control and dynamic optimization strategies to a continuous bioprocess.
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1.

INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVE(S) OF THE RESEARCH PROGRAM
Biotechnology, involving the application of microorganisms, dates back to the

Sumerians and Egyptians of 6000 - 4000 Be, who used yeast to produce alcohol in the
form of beer and carbon dioxide produced by brewer's yeast to leaven bread [Scragg,
. 1988]. Over the centuries, fermentation processes were developed for production of
various food products, such as cheese, vinegar, and pickles. However, the role of
microbes in fermentation was first recognised only in late the 19th century from the work
of Pasteur. In the following hundred years a number of bioprocesses were developed
redefining the role of microorganisms in a wide range of applications in chemical
industry, pharmaceutical industry, food and beverage industry, waste treatment/pollution
control, health care/medicine, agriculture, energy, forestry, mining etc. [Twork and
Yacynych, 1990]. Application of bioprocesses represents a more than $2 billion/year
industry in the U.S. alone. Most economists predict it will be a $40 billion/year industry
by the turn of the century. Various phases of the development of bioprocesses and their
importance has been discussed in detail by Scragg [1988], Springham [1991], and
Humphrey [1990].
Successful production of important products from bioprocesses requires the
implementation of modem automatic control strategies so that the various stages of a
manufacturing process are efficiently operated at their optimal conditions. The automatic
control of bioprocesses is of considerable interest to both research and industry since it
may result in many process improvements, including an increase in amount of product
1

produced per unit of biomass, and sustaining consistent levels of increased productivity.
Other benefits might include optimizing use of raw materials and improving product
quality, which could dramatically decrease downstream processing costs [Bishop and
Lorbert, 1990]. Implementation of advanced control capability may also help in
establishing an economically viable process. In addition, it may compliment the
unending efforts of technical experts to reduce the unit costs of production in order to
survive in a highly competitive global market.
The engineer concerned with implementation of computer-based modem control
strategies to bioreactors faces a more difficult task than those involved in other chemical
processing units [Reuss, 1986]. Bioprocesses are highly complex, non-linear, poorly
defined, and time-dependent systems. The following factors will indicate the complexity
of a bioprocess: (a) there are 1,000 or more, complex set of different biochemical
reactions, representing enzyme kinetics inside a microorganism, in addition to physical
transfer rates; (b) the operating conditions in a continuous bioreactor may be ever
changing due to day to day variations in

f~ed

composition; and (c) the microorganisms

may adapt to the environment through mutations.
In addition, the following important characteristics of bioprocesses hinder any
realistic approach for implementation of advanced control strategies [Wang and
Stephanopoulous, 1984; Semones and Lim, 1987; Shi et aI., 1989]:

(a)

lack of reliable on-line sensors for measurement of important state variables
such as biomass, substrate, and product concentrations;
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(b)

absence of good mathematical models, useful from an engineering viewpoint,
which would take into account the numerous factors which influence the growth
of microorganisms;

(c)

strong non-linear dynamic behaviour with poorly defined or identified timevarying parameters.
These characteristics have had the unfortunate consequence of leaving the

biochemical engineering field behind other engineering fields in implementation of
advanced computer control schemes, and in exploiting the on-line optimization
techniques [Villadsen, 1989; Williams, 1990]. These characteristics hinder the
introduction of new bioprocesses which have to compete on an international scale with
established processes for production of bulk chemicals. In the present situation the fuel
ethanol process can be considered a good example which has to compete with gasoline
production from crude oil.
The sharp rises in the price of crude oil in the early 1970 led to a renewed
interest in the production of ethanol by

f~rmentation

for fuel and other industrial uses,

and substantial amounts are now produced in Brazil and North America. Its importance
was discussed in detail by Maiorella [1985], Springham [1991] and W arre~ [1992].
Ethanol is considered as an alternate renewable energy source since it can be produced
from biomass. Also, it can be considered as a desirable fuel since CO2 emissions to the
environment are not an additional load to the greenhouse effect. The production of
ethanol from biomass generates a whole new agri-industry based on high starch or sugar
based crops [such as com and wheat in North America, and sugar cane in Brazil]. These
positive features have created both small-scale and large-scale ethanol processes in
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North America and Brazil [Murtagh, 1986; Springham, 1991; Laluce, 1991]. Besides,
the new agri-industry is also very relevant to western Canada [especially to
Saskatchewan]. As a result the ethanol fermentation process has been selected in the
present research program for study of implementation of a computer-based on-line
adaptive optimal control strategy. The available experimental facilities, previous research
experience and expertise within the department were also given due consideration.
Besides, no adaptive control and optimization studies have previously been published
using the ethanol fermentation process [to the author's knowledge] excluding some setpoint tracking studies.
On-line adaptive optimal control, known as adaptive optimization, requires good
on-line information about the process operating state, which in turn depends upon
analytical instrumentation for on-line monitoring, systematic interpretation of the
measured signals, and estimation of important state variables. In other words, a given
adaptive optimization algorithm consists of the following three essential steps:

(a)

on-line monitoring of important state variables of the process in order to
provide feedback to the algorithm;

(b)

estimation of the optimum operating point for the given performa,:,ce index
[or the trajectory of the optimized variable], based on on-line information; and

(c)

adjustment of the manipulated variable(s) to drive the system to the optimum
within a reasonable time, when compared to the time-constant of the process.
In fact, in a continuous process, steps (a), (b), and (c) must be executed at every

sampling! control interval in order to account for all possible changes in process
conditions which may influence the optimum either in positive or negative directions.
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Step (a), the monitoring step, is expected to truly reflect the process response to changes
in operating conditions. Step (b), the estimation step, is expected to infer the overall
impact on the optimum based on on-line information. Step (c), the execution step, is
expected to decide the question of "how and when" the process attains the estimated
optimum by taking into account the overall dynamics of the process. [In other words,
the shape of the trajectory of the controlled variable: undesirable overshoot and/or
excessive oscillations or a smooth approach; and the trajectory of the manipulated
variable: chattering or smooth; and the time taken, to approach the optimum will depend
on step (c)]. It is obvious that all three steps are equally important for successful
implementation of an adaptive algorithm.
The important characteristics of a bioprocess, and steps (a), (b), and (c) of the
adaptive optimization algorithm are the main guiding factors in formulating the

objective(s) and the broad scope of this research program, which has been divided
into the following four phases:

Phase I:

Development of a Suitable Method for On-line Monitoring of Yeast
Cell Concentrations

A prerequisite for adaptive optimization of any process is the ability for on-line
monitoring of important state variables. The concentration of microorganisms is the most
fundamental state variable in any bioreactor. As a result, it was decided to make an
attempt to develop a new method for on-line monitoring of a wide range of yeast cell
concentrations, which has been considered a difficult if not impossible task in the
literature due to the lack of reliable instrumentation.
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Phase ll:

Study of Inhibition Kinetics of Ethanol Fermentation and
Identification of Time-varying Parameters: Batch Experiments

A good understanding of the process, in tenns of kinetics and time-varying
parameters, is very critical for development of an effective state estimation and control
strategy for any given bioprocess. Batch experimental studies are economical, easy to
perfonn, and provide more kinetic information in a relatively short period of time. As
a result extensive batch experiments were planned to develop suitable mathematical
models for kinetics incorporating various inhibition effects and to identify critical timevarying parameters.

Phase llI:

Simulation Studies: On-line State and Parameter Estimation, and
Adaptive Optimization:

On-line estimation of inaccessible critical states and time-varying parameters
improves the study of the performance of a microbial culture, greatly. It not only
describes the biological process completely but also provides a continuous infonnation
eliminating the speculation about the events that took place between two consecutive
off-line analysis of samples [Stephanopoulous and San, 1984]. Any given on-line state
estimation algorithm is expected to provide good estimates of the state vector from a
few available noisy measurements. It is also expected to provide valuable insight into
the process to improve understanding about the underlying phenomena. It was planned
to implement one of the state estimation algorithms [e.g. the Extended Kalman Filter or
any other suitable algorithm], along with development of a suitable adaptive control
strategy for optimizing the productivity of a continuous bioreactor using on-line state
and parameter estimation.
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Final Phase: Experimental

Studies

With

a

Continuous

Implementation of On-line State Estimation

Bioreactor
and

and

Adaptive

Optimization Algorithms:
It was planned to verify and implement the state estimation and adaptive
optimization algorithm on a continuous bioreactor producing ethanol during the final
phase of this research program. Both open-loop and closed-loop experimental studies
were planned to verify the results obtained during simulation studies [Phase-ITI]. Typical
case studies have been designed under a wide range of operating conditions to illustrate
the successful implementation and true robustness of the computer-based adaptive
control strategy. In addition, a number of other experiments were also considered to
verify and improve the experimental results from Phase-land Phase-IT of the research
program.
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY
Bioprocesses are becoming more and more important with an ever increasing role
in the areas of phannaceuticals/health care, food, chemicals, agriculture, energy
production, environmental protection, etc. Additionally, an increasing number of
biological manufacturing routes are promising to compete with traditional chemical
engineering production processes, which require the implementation of modern control
concepts [Leigh and Thoma, 1986]. This review covers the following important aspects
of the present research program: on-line monitoring of biomass concentrations; inhibition
kinetics of ethanol fermentation; and some important experimental studies involving the
implementation of computer control schemes.

2.1

On-line Monitoring of Biomass Concentrations
Biomass concentration is the most fundamental state variable in any given

bioprocess. As a result, the ability to infer/estimate biomass concentration and/or its
growth rate in a bioreactor is an important consideration in development of a suitable
control strategy [Bishop and Lorbert, 1990]. This data could be used: (a) to evaluate the
process performance by estimating specific productivity; (b) to apply post-facto analysis
and diagnosis; (c) to detect the occurrence of deleterious effects and to assess the "wellbeing" of the cell population [Kennedy et a!., 1992]. Because of these motivating
factors, a number of attempts have been made in the past ten to fifteen years to develop
a successful on-line monitoring method for biomass concentration. Some of the
8

important and latest applications [relevant to yeast cell concentration] are discussed in
the following sections.
Gencer and Mutharasan [1979] have attempted to infer biomass concentration
from capacitance measurements. Fleishmann's yeast was used in the study. The range
of biomass concentration was limited to only 2.5 gDWfL. The medium consisted of pure
glucose dissolved in distilled water. A linear relationship between capacitance and
biomass concentration was observed. However, in the presence of ionizable salts the
method failed completely [the capacitance was observed to be independent of cell
concentration in the presence of ionizable salts].
Perley et al. [1979] have tried to correlate cell concentration to broth viscosity
using a continuous-flow viscometer. Hansenula polymorpha was grown in a continuous
flow fermenter. A capillary viscometer [1 mm diameter and 3 ft. length] was used in the
study. The range of cell concentration studied was up to 30 gDW/L. Volumetric flow
rate and pressure drop across the viscometer were monitored in order to estimate the
broth viscosity. A second-order non-linear polynomial was used to relate broth viscosity
to cell concentration. However, the viscosity was observed to be a weak function of cell
concentration. A doubling of cell concentration [from 7.5 to 15 gDWIL] had increased
the normalized viscosity by only a factor of 1.06. It was therefore considered to be of
"limited usefulness".
Endo et al. [1989] tried to determine microbial concentration using a
piezoelectric gum sensor. E. coli and Saccharomyces cerevisiae were used in the study
with a concentration range of 4 and 10 gDWfL respectively. A linear relationship
between the output voltage and the cell concentration was proposed. However, the
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method failed in the presence of air bubbles.
Mishima et al. [1991a, 1991b] used dielectric measurements to infer cell
concentrations. S. cerevisiae, E.coli and a few other microorganisms were used in the
study. A linear relationship was found between capacitance and cell concentration. An
attempt was made for on-line monitoring of yeast cell concentration in a batch
fermentation process [initial glucose concentration was 83 gIL]. The maximum biomass
concentration range was limited to 10 gDW/L. However, this method was found to be
sensitive to the growth phase of the microorganism and was seriously affected by the
shape and size of the cells. This method was also affected by gas hold-up and glucose
concentration. It was necessary to monitor osmolarity and gas hold-up in order to
compensate their effects on measured signal for estimation of cell concentration.
Junker et al. [1988] developed a new technique [which differs from traditional
approaches] for in-situ estimation of cell concentration using a fiber-optic fluorometer.
Cell density was measured by constructing a scatter spectra and the area under the
spectrum was related to the number of cells present in the fermentation broth. Biomass
concentrations in the range of 0 to 25 gDW/L were estimated on-line in a fed-batch
fermentation of baker's yeast. Calibration curves were prepared by assuming that: (i) the
optical character of the fermentation broth [temperature, aeration, mixing, opaque media]
remain more or less constant during the course of an experiment; and (ii) the effect of
changing pH and dissolved oxygen on observed fluorescence can be measured and
accounted in estimation of cell concentration. It was also observed that the sensitivity
of the integrated scatter spectra declined with increase in cell concentration, with a poor
resolution at high biomass concentrations [above 10 gDW/L]. However, it is known that
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this approach has a number of serious limitations. Fermentation broths can scatter and
absorb large quantities of light which alter the observed fluorescence intensity and
interfere with monitoring. Luong and Mulchandani [1990] have a presented a review of
development and application of NADH-based fluorescence sensors for monitoring cell
concentration in a bioprocess. They have discussed several shortcomings of this
approach. One of the most serious problem is the "inner-filter" effect on fluorescent
quenching. Highly absorbing molecules rob energy from the molecules under study,
lowering the total fluorescence observed. Changing character of a fermentation broth
during the course of an experiment will also interfere with this monitoring process.
Clarke et al. [1985] have presented a detailed review of the development,
applications and shortcomings of biosensing devices for monitoring and control of
bioprocesses. They felt that very few of the new developments have demonstrated
sufficient reliability to encourage significant and widespread applications. Bishop and
Lorbert [1990], and Reilly and Charles [1990] discussed limitations of various sensors:
Electrochemical, High-Performance Liquid Chromatography [HPLC], Mass spectroscopy,
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy [FTIR], Fiber-Optic and Acoustic Sensors etc.;
for off-line/on-line analysis of fermentation broth samples. Most of these on-line
monitoring methods require special construction of the instruments and suffer from
serious disadvantages which keep them from having wide-spread use in research or
industry. Bishop and Lorbert [1990] have stated that very few of these new monitoring
instruments/probes can be used on-line for implementation of advanced control strategies
for fermentation processes, since the on-line information is not obtained easily and in
a timely manner to be able to direct the course of a bioprocess. They have concluded
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that the challenge at this time is developing sensors which can be implemented for more
effective process control.
The most common technique for off-line estimation of biomass concentration is
an optical method, using a spectrophotometer, which is based on either Beer-Lambert's
law or calibration curves using standard solutions [by fitting a second to fourth order
polynomial]. This method is considered an accurate and rapid method for measuring cell
concentration of unicellular microorganisms [Stanier et aI., 1986] and has almost reached
universal acceptance. Beer-Lambert's law is a fundamental law and is a comer stone of
all phases of spectrometry [IR, UV, and spectrophotometry] resulting in a wide range
of applications spanning the fields of the pure sciences and engineering [Robinson,
1987; Ingle and Crouch, 1988; Prats, 1989]. A few examples of typical applications at
"low" concentrations are given in Table 2.1.
This off-line estimation approach has been used by many investigators for on-line
monitoring applications. However, the use of this method is practically limited to a very
low range of microbial concentrations because the absorbance, A, deviates significantly
and becomes insensitive at "high" concentrations for all practical purposes [e.g. Lee and
Lim [1980] have observed that absorbance becomes insensitive for, biomass
concentrations above 0.7 gDW/L, with a cylindrical cuvette of pathlength of 10 mm].
In view of this limitation, Lee and Lim [1980] have suggested an improvement in
construction of a flow-through cylindrical cuvette for a spectrophotometer. Their device
involves reducing the pathlength of incident light through the medium [from 10 mm to
2 or 3 mm], which increases the range of Beer-Lambert's law applicability. However,
the improvement in the concentration range was quite limited [2 to 5 gDW/LJ. In spite
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Table 2.1
Typical Wide Range of Applications of Beer-Lambert's Law

the determination of biomass concentration in a biochemical reactor [Lee
and Lim, 1980; Anweiler et aI., 1993];
sulfonamides in pharmaceutical samples [Cordero et aI., 1989];
peroxydisulphate ion in industrial polymer production [Shindu et aI.,
1990];
free calcium ions in a solution [Kratochvil and He, 1990];
uranium in natural waters [Sommer and Samlotova, 1988];
molybdenum in standard low alloy steel samples [Gunavardhana and
Fernando, 1987];
anions in non-aqueous solvents [Hinman et aI., 1989], and many others
[Rao, 1961; Lu and Penzkofer, 1986; Ingle and Crouch, 1988; Beneto et
al., 1990; Berger, 1990]
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of this limited improvement, a number of investigators have implemented this simple
approach [Rolf and Lim, 1985a; Gyeongbeom et aI., 1989; Semones and Lim, 1989;
Chang and Lim, 1989, 1990; Anweiler et aI., 1993] [rather due to lack of other suitable
and affordable alternative]. Some typical applications and practical difficulties associated
with this method are discussed briefly, in the following section.
Lim and co-workers [Rolf and Lim, 1985a; Semones and Lim, 1989; Chang and
Lim, 1989, 1990] have diluted the fermentation broth stream prior to the measurement
of absorbance, in order to bring down the concentration of biomass within the
measurable range. However, the dilution procedure has a number of inherent limitations
when applied to continuous monitoring of concentrated microbial cultures, making it an
impractical approach for a majority of applications. It requires both an accurate dilution
device and a continual draw-off of a waste stream, which cannot usually be recycled to
the fermenter [Lee and Lim, 1980; Bishop and Lorbert, 1990].
Gyeongbeom et al. [1989] have also used a spectrophotometer to monitor yeast
cell concentration in a continuous stirred tank bioreactor [CSTBR], by recycling a
portion of the fermentation broth at a high rate. In order to prevent the signal from
being noisy, a bubble trap was installed before the cylindrical cuvette in the recycle
path, and an arithmetic average of 1000 measurements was obtained at each sampling
instant. However, the range of concentration monitored was limited to 4 gDW/L.
Anweiler et al. [1993] have also used a special "improved flow-through cuvette"
for on-line monitoring of biomass concentrations in a continuous bioreactor, which is
again limited to a low range [<1.5 gDW/L] of biomass concentrations.
A critical review of the literature indicates that on-line monitoring of biomass
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concentrations is considered a difficult if not impossible task due to lack of reliable
instrumentation [Danielson, 1985; Leigh et aI., 1988; Bishop and Lorbert, 1990;
Hitzmann et al., 1992; Connor et al., 1992]. As a result, the search continues for a
simple, reliable and affordable technique for on-line monitoring of a wide range of
biomass concentrations for both research and industrial applications.
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2.2

Kinetics of Ethanol Fermentation: Effect of Product and Substrate
Inhibitions on Growth Rate and Biomass Yield
A good understanding of the kinetics in terms of mathematical modelling is an

important step in developing a successful control strategy. It is often possible to
accurately represent the growth of microorganism, which is an unusually complex
phenomenon, by relatively simple empirical models. One of the most important factors
influencing the growth of S. cerevisiae is the effect of specific inhibitors. During ethanol
fermentation, in general, both product and substrate inhibitions can be considered as
significant.

2.2.1

Effect of Ethanol Inhibition on Growth Rate
Casey and Ingledew [1986] have presented an extensive review of literature on

alcohol tolerance in yeasts. 0'Amore and Stewart [1987], Jones [1989], Pamment
[1989], and Warren [1992] have also presented a review of literature on ethanol
inhibition.
Ethanol inhibition has been modelled, in general, by its effect on two parameters:
i) the specific growth rate of the microorganism,
formation rate,
~

~.

~;

and ii) the specific product

[In the literature, a relatively higher ethanol tolerance is

r~ported

for

when compared to Jlx]. Both models can be considered as important in the case of

batch fermentations, since these models can predict ethanol production even in the
absence of growth of the microorganism. However, ethanol inhibition on the specific
growth rate, Jlx, is alone relevant for study of continuous fermentation since the biomass
concentration at steady-state entirely depends on Jlr As a result, only the specific growth
rate models have been considered in the present review.
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The Monod model [1942] was the earliest unstructured mechanistic model. It can
be considered as the most basic model to describe the growth of a given microorganism
in the absence of any specific inhibition effects. This model is based on the assumption
that the growth is limited by a single substrate concentration, and is given by:

(2.1)

In general, the maximum specific growth rate, Ilmax' is expressed as a function of ethanol
concentration, P, in models of product inhibition. In other words, the overall effect of
ethanol inhibition on growth rate was accounted by adjusting the parameter Ilmax in
Equation 2.1. Using this approach, many investigators have attempted to establish a
correlation between the specific growth rate and ethanol concentration. In general, four
types of empirical models have been suggested in the literature: linear [Holzberg et aI.,
1967; Ghose and Tyagi, 1979a, 1979b; Hill and Robinson, 1990]; exponential [Aiba et
al., 1968]; hyperbolic [Aiba and Shoda, 1969]; and parabolic [Bazua and Wilke, 1977].
Some typical correlations for product inhibition are discussed briefly in the following
section.
Holzberg et al [1967] have studied grape juice fermentation, supplemented with
ethanol and glucose in a continuous fermenter. They used a strain of S. cerevisiae in
their experiments at 21°C temperature and without aeration. They observed that the
growth rate was affected only above a threshold value of ethanol concentration and have
reported the following linear relationship for ethanol inhibition:
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IJ. x

IJ. x

= O. 2

h- 1

= 0.322

when P

(1 -

< 26

giL

(2.2)

P)

when P

68.55

> 26

giL

Aiba et al. [1968] studied the fennentation of glucose [with a concentration of
10 to 20 gIL] at 30°C using a respiration-deficient strain of baker's yeast under
anaerobic conditions. Ethanol was externally added to the medium to study the effect
of inhibition. Based on continuous experimental data, they have proposed the following
exponential relationship for the inhibitory effect of ethanol on cell growth:

(2.3)
IJ. x

= O. 45

exp ( -0 . 016 P)

(

S
)
S + 0.22

Aiba and Shoda [1969] modelled the same experimental data using the following
hyperbolic relationship [Warren, 1992]:

IJ. x

= 0 • 45

(2.4)
(

55

P + 55

) (

S
)
S + 0.22
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Bazua and Wilke [1977]

also studied the fermentation of glucose [with a

concentration of 10 gIL] without any air supply at 30°C using S. cerevisiae. Ethanol
was added externally to the medium to establish the highest concentration of alcohol at
which cells could still grow and produce ethanol. They have proposed the following
parabolic relationship, based on kinetic data from continuous experiments:

=a

..... x ·

448 (1 -

P
93.6

)0.5 ( 5+0.238
5
)

(2.5)

Ghose and Tyagi [1979b] studied the fermentation of bagasse hydrolysate [with
a concentration range of 20 gIL] using S. cerevisiae at 30°C under anaerobic conditions.
Pure ethanol was added to the medium to study the effect of product inhibition. They
proposed the following linear relationship using the kinetic information from continuous
experiments:

=a 4
.....x ·

(1 -

P) (5
87 .0

(2.6)
5
)
+ 0.476

Ethanol productivity was found to increase with increase in air flow rate from zero to
0.125 v/v/m with a gradual decrease thereafter [Ghose and Tyagi, 1979a].
Hoppe and Hansford [1982] studied the inhibitory effect of ethanol on a strain
of S. cerevisiae in a continuous culture. The concentration of glucose in the medium was
in the range of 20 to 200 gIL. The experiments were conducted at 30°C without any air
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supply. The following hyperbolic relationship was found to describe the kinetic
infonnation:

(2.7)

IJ. x

= 0 64 (
.

5 .2 ) (
S
)
5 .2 + P
S + 3. 3

In a subsequent study Hoppe and Hansford [1984] found that trace amounts of
oxygen decreases the degree of ethanol inhibition. Under micro-aerobic conditions [0.5%
saturation] the hyperbolic inhibition constant increases from 5.2 to 14.0 reflecting an
increase in ethanol tolerance of the yeast.

Levenspiel [1980] proposed a generalized, non-linear equation to account for the
influence of ethanol inhibition and provided an explanation in tenns of chemical reaction
engineering:

(2.8)
when

S> Ks

By adjusting the numerical value of the empirical constant a, this model can approach
any of the earlier models: linear [when a

=

1]; parabolic [when a < 1];

exponential/hyperbolic [when a > 1]. It can fit a wide range of experimental data by
adjusting the parameters: Pmax and a. As a result this equation can be considered as the
most generalized ethanol inhibition model.
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Luong [1985] investigated the kinetics of ethanol inhibition using a strain of ~
cerevisiae under anaerobic batch conditions. Pure ethanol was added to the sterile
medium with a glucose concentration of 10 gIL in order to study the effect of ethnol
inhibition on specific growth rate. The following non-linear model was suggested to
describe the kinetic pattern of ethanol inhibition:

llx = llmax[1 -

)1.41]
( 112. 0
P

(2.9)
when

S> K s

It is important to note that all the above models consider ethanol inhibition as
non-competitive inhibition. The different models could be attributed to different
experimental conditions and different strains of yeast. Sometimes, the same data can be
represented by different models with equal accuracy. However, the hyperbolic and
exponential models fail to predict zero growth rate with increase in inhibition, although
in reality both growth and fermentation cease above a definite ethanol concentration.

Many of these correlations are based on experiments with added ethanol.
However added ethanol, for reasons not yet clearly understood, is found to be less toxic
than produced ethanol [Casey and Ingledew, 1986, Pamment, 1989].
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2.2.2 Effect of Substrate Inhibition on Growth Rate
In order to obtain high levels of ethanol concentration in fermentation broth, high
concentrations of sugar in feed are required. For example, to achieve a 12% (w/v)
ethanol in fermented medium, at least 25% (w/v) fermentable sugars must be
metabolized. The perceived advantages include a more concentrated product stream and
the potential of reduced distillation costs in subsequent product recovery steps. However,
the elevated substrate concentrations result in high osmotic pressure and low water
activity leading to catabolite inhibition of enzymes in the fermentative pathway. This is
called substrate inhibition [Jones et aI., 1981, Stewart et al., 1984] and becomes
significant somewhere in the range of 15 to 25% (w/v) sugar, with complete inhibition
of growth at 40% (w/v) [Holcberg and Margalith, 1967; Hagerdal et aI., 1981; Jones and
Greenfield, 1981]. However, this substrate inhibition is different from the Crabtree
effect, where substrate concentrations above 3 to 30 gIL [depending on the yeast strain]
cause catabolite repression of oxidative pathways, even under fully aerobic conditions
[Maiorella, 1985]. Only few experimental studies have been reported in the literature
involving the investigation of substrate inhibition.
Holcberg and Margalith [1967] studied the fermentation of glucose by

~

cerevisiae at concentrations of 10 to 50% (w/v) sugar at 30°C. The main purpose was
to investigate alcoholic fermentation by yeast entrapped in various gels such as agar,
carrageenan, polyacrylamide, and alginate; and to compare to that of freely suspended
cells. From experimental results they concluded free cell suspensions were completely
inhibited at glucose concentrations of 40% and above where little or no fermentation
were observed. Substrate inhibition was observed to set in somewhere between 10 to
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20% glucose concentration.

Ghose and Tyagi [1979b] also studied the effect of substrate inhibition with

~

cerevisiae at 30°C. The concentration range of sugar was varied from 50 to 350 gIL.
A decrease in specific growth rate with increase in sugar concentration was observed
and the experimental data was best-fit to the well-known substrate inhibition model for
enzymes proposed by Haldane [1930]:

x

J.1

= O. 4

I

(2.10)

[0. +S:( S2 )
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Moulin et aI. [1980] studied the inhibition effect of glucose and ethanol during
alcoholic batch fermentation using one particular yeast strain under strict anaerobic
conditions. The substrate concentration was varied from 25 to 250 gIL. Based on
experimental results substrate inhibition at glucose concentrations greater than 100 gIL
[and for ethanol concentrations less than 32 gIL] was best-fit to the following
exponential model:

J.1 x

=

J.1ma.x exp (-0.0359 P) exp(-O. 00347 (S-lOO})

when S

> 100

giL and P
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< 32

giL

(2.11)

They observed a synergistic effect between substrate and product inhibitions when the
ethanol concentration was higher than 32 gIL, which was modelled by the following
equation:

IJ.x=lJ.maxexp (-0. 0359P) exp(O. 00347 (5-100) )exp(O. 00189P(5-100»)

when P>32 gj Land 5>100 gj L

(2.12)

However, both Haldane and exponential models fail to predict zero growth rate with
increase in substrate inhibition.

2.2.3 Effect of Inhibition on Biomass Yield
The instantaneous biomass yield is an important parameter in a continuous
bioreactor, since it will be useful in relating biomass concentration to product and
substrate concentrations. The majority' of previous workers [Cysewski and Wilke,
1976,1977; Ghose and Tyagi, 1979a, 1979b; Hoppe and Hansford, 1982, 1984;
Maiorella et aI., 1983; Bazua and Wilke, 1977] have assumed Yxis to be a constant, with
values between 0.09 to 0.1. Wilke and co-workers [Cysewski and Wilke, 1976,1977;
Bazua and Wilke, 1977] have reported a biomass yield of 0.1 which was observed to
fall to as low as 0.055 for reasons that were "not apparent". Pamment [1989] has
suggested that ethanol inhibition should affect the observed biomass yield. However, the
effect of product and substrate inhibitions on instantaneous biomass yield, Y xis' has not
been studied extensively, even though it is quite important in optimizing the productivity
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of a continuous bioreactor. The most relevant experimental studies are discussed below.
Fieschko and Humphrey [1980, 1984] have investigated the effects of
temperature and ethanol concentration on the maintenance and yield coefficient of
Zymomonas mobilis and Pseudomonas putida. During the experiments they have
observed that biomass yield is not a constant, and is a function of inhibitory
environment in the bioreactor. Based on this experimental data, Humphery [1986] had
suggested the following hyperbolic model, for estimation of biomass yield:

(2.13)

In a recent study, Hill and Robinson [1990] have reported an interesting
phenomena on overall biomass yield. Batch and continuous experiments were conducted
using S. cerevisiae under anaerobic conditions at 30°C. The concentration of glucose
in the medium was 20 gIL and appropriate amounts of pure ethanol were added to the

medium. They observed a linear decrease in overall biomass yield up to the point of no
growth with increase in ethanol concentration. The experimental data was best-fit to the
following empirical expression:

when

P<40.9g/L

Yx / s

=

0.099

Yx / s

=

0.099 - 0.00127(P-40.9)

Yx / s

=

0.0

when

P

when 40.9<P<119.0

> 119.0
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(2.14)

They did not attempt to correlate the decrease in overall biomass yield with the similar
trend of product inhibition.

Warren et al. [1990, 1992] proposed the following linear relation for a decrease
in biomass yield with increase in ethanol concentration, using the data of Bazua and
Wilke [1977]:

=

O. 152 (1 -

(2.15)

P)

302.0

The same equation has been used by Warren [1992] to simulate a continuous bioreactor
with cell recycle for production of ethanol and to correlate his own experimental data.
These latest studies clearly indicate that biomass yield is indeed a function of the
inhibitory environment of the bioreactor.
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2.3

Adaptive/Computer Control and Optimization of Bioprocesses
The use of computers for the control of bioprocesses has increased significantly

in the last ten to fifteen years. The advent of microprocessors and the decrease in cost
of computers have had a significant effect in the area of real-time computer applications
to fermentation processes. One aspect in which the capabilities of the computer can be
truly realized is in implementation of adaptive control and optimization strategies [Rolf
and Lim, 1985].
In general, the development and implementation of a suitable control strategy for
a bioreactor depends on its mode of operation: batch, fed-batch, and continuous; each
posing different operational problems. Substantial research effort has been invested
towards optimization of batch and fed-batch fermentation processes, since most
biotechnological processes are presently operated in either of these modes [Weigand,
1978; Engasser, 1988]. In contrast, only a few on-line optimization and adaptive control
of continuous bioreactors [experimental studies] have been reported in the literature. On
an industrial scale, continuous units are limited due to technological problems associated
with contamination, mutations, and other complexities associated with design and
operation of continuous fermenters. However, the future will likely see a greater use of
continuous fermentation to produce large quantities of chemicals or fuels from
renewable resources. The potential advantages are: (i) reduced capital cost; (ii) better
operational control; (iii) improved yields due to steady operating conditions; (iv) even
demand on utilities; and (v) even load on down-stream processing units [Guidoboni,
1984; Shama, 1988]. For example in the case of fuel ethanol production, a 3 to 5 fold
increase in productivity can be expected if the fermenter is switched from batch to
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continuous operation mode [Dellweg and Luca, 1988; Shama, 1988]. The productivity
can be expected to improve further with implementation of adaptive optimization
strategies which offers the possibility of continuously operating at the "best" conditions.
Since raw material costs are high, even a small increase in yield can result in
considerable savings [Montague et aI., 1989]. The area of on-line optimization of
continuous bioreactors is therefore one of growing interest.

A number of extensive reviews have been published covering different aspects
of the area of computer control of fermentation processes [Dobry and Jost, 1977;
Weigand, 1978; Aiba, 1979; Rolf and Lim, 1982; Clarke et aI., 1985; Johnson, 1987;
Gerson et aI., 1988; Montague et aI., 1989]. The review by Dobry and Jost [1977] is one
of the earliest reviews on this subject. Their emphasis was on the application of
computers as a process control tool in the fermentation industry. They reported on
eleven existing computer-controlled bioreactors. They concluded that the models needed
for advanced control were not available.. They considered implementation of advanced
control schemes and on-line optimization techniques as the future challenge in
fermentation process control. The review article by Weigand [1978] was an .attempt to
complement the review of Dobry and Jost [1977], with more emphasis towards the
academic community. They discussed in detail the implementation of state estimation
algorithms and optimization procedures for batch and fed-batch fermenters. They also
considered the goal of optimal operation as the future direction in computer control of
fermentation processes. In more recent review articles, Rolf and Lim [1982, 1985]
discussed the latest technologies in the area of computer control of bioreactors.
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Hardware and software technologies including instrumentation, interlacing, data logging;
were presented in detail. On-line estimation of parameters, steady state optimization of
continuous fermenters and dynamic optimization of batch and fed-batch bioreactors were
also discussed.

2.3.1

Batch and Fed-batch Bioprocesses
Most of the published work on optimization of batch fermenters is concerned

with finding an optimal profile of some important operating variable such as
temperature, pH, etc. which can influence the trajectory/rate of fermentation significantly
[Weigand, 1978; Reinikainen et aI., 1985; Winkler, 1988]. In general, optimization of
fed-batch processes is concerned with the manipulation of the feed rate of a limiting
substrate, which requires on-line estimation of critical state variables of the bioreactor.
A classic example of this is the use of computer control in the fed-batch production of
baker's yeast [Williams et aI., 1984, 1986; Dekkers and Voetter, 1985; Wu et aI., 1985;
Williams and Montgomery, 1986; Pomerleau and Perrier, 1990, 1992]. Here, the sugar
feed rate has been manipulated to control the residual sugar concentration in the medium
in order to obtain the maximum substrate conversion. The adaptive 'optimization
algorithm for this fed-batch bioreactors determines the sugar feed rate, based on on-line
estimation of substrate and ethanol concentrations in the medium, which in turn depend
on the state estimation algorithm [using on-line information from off-gas analysis]. A
similar principle was employed in the control of fed-batch penicillin production
[Montague et aI., 1986a, 1986b], where the timing and rate of nutrient addition was
manipulated in order to obtain the maximum penicillin production. The estimation of
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important state variables can be considered as a crucial step in the adaptive control of
the fed-batch process [a few important state estimation algorithms are discussed in
Section 2.4]. More details on control of fed-batch processes can be found in the detailed
survey presented by Johnson [1987].

2.3.2

Continuous Bioprocesses

As mentioned earlier, adaptive control and on-line optimization and continuous
bioreactors have not been extensively studied in research due to its limited popularity
in the fermentation industry. However, some attempts have been made to study the
following few bioprocesses:

(a)

baker's yeast in a continuous stirred tank bioreactor, CSTBR [Rolf and Lim,
1984, 1985a; Semones and Lim, 1989; Chang and Lim, 1989, 1990];

(b)

waste water treatment in an anaerobic bio-film fluidized sand-bed bioreactor
[Ryhiner et ai., 1992];

(c)

Conversion of fumaric acid to aspartic acid in a packed-bed immobilized-cell
reactor [Hamer and Richenberg; 1988]

(d)

ethanol production in a CSTBR [Karim and Traugh, 1987; Vigie et aI., 1990;
Queinnec et ai., 1991]].

Some of the important applications which are relevant to the present research
program are discussed in the following sections.
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Karim and Traugh [1987] studied data acquisition and computer control of Z.
mobilis fermentation for ethanol production using an inlet glucose concentration of 50
gIL. Ethanol, glucose and cell mass were monitored on-line for use as possible control

variables. Glucose and ethanol concentrations were measured by means of immobilized
enzymes and oxidases operated at a dilution factor of 625 [with a sampling time of 20
min], and cell mass was measured by a turbidimeter [sampling time of 1 min] in the
range of 0.9 to 1.9 gDW/L. A conventional PID controller was implemented for setpoint tracking of the product concentration using the feed flow rate as the manipulated
variable. The sampling period for control action was 20 min. The system reached a new
steady-state in 10 hours after a step-change in set point of ethanol concentration from
23 to 24 gIL. From the details of the experimental work it can be observed that the
sugar concentration in the feed solution and the range of biomass concentration
measurements were quite low and not representative of a typical ethanol fermentation
process. The analyzers for ethanol and glucose were calibrated using auto-calibration
routine for every 20 minutes, which affects both the sampling time and the long range
stability of the instruments. Their step-increase in set-point of product concentration was
insignificant. Also, they were unable to implement a self-tuning regulator for set-point
tracking of product concentration.

Vigie et al. [1990] considered a multistage continuous ethanol fermentation
process for implementation of an adaptive predictive control scheme. The practical
control objective was the regulation of the substrate concentration in the process
effluent. Four, two litre [1.34 L working volume] fermenters in series were used in the
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investigation, at an operating temperature of 30°C. S. cerevisiae were used in all
experiments. The glucose concentration in the feed to the first stage was 165 gIL.
Substrate concentration was the measured variable in this investigation. The on-line
glucose analysis was carried out using an enzymatic analyzer having a dedicated
microcomputer to carry out sampling, injection of the sample in the sensor, data
acquisition, and rinsing of the membrane, which took about 20 minutes. As a result, a
sampling time of 1 h was considered to analyze samples sequentially from stages 2, 3,
and 4. This experimental system was linked to another microcomputer to execute an
adaptive filtering algorithm [given in standard prediction-correction form] to filter noise
[±33%] from the on-line glucose analyzer and to estimate one state variable and one
parameter [substrate concentration and consumption rate]. A one-step ahead adaptive
predictor was used for estimating and set-point tracking of substrate concentration in the
effluent stream by manipulating on the feeding rate of the concentrated glucose solution
to stage 2 [in the range of 0.0 to 0.05 h- 1]. The set-point for substrate concentration was
varied from 10.0 to 5.0 gIL in the effluent stream. The experimental results appear to
be successful for tracking of both substrate concentration and consumption rate.
However, the following limitations can be observed in this experimental work: (a) the
range of variation was rather quite limited for both manipulated and controlled variables;
(b) a lot of chattering [±100% variation] can be observed in the manipulated variable,
even while tracking a set-point at steady state; and (c) a distinct shift in the manipulated
variable was not observed for a step-change in set-point.
Queinnec et al. [1991] have also considered a set-point tracking of substrate
concentration in a single continuous ethanol bioreactor. The experimental system was
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similar to the one used by Vigie et al. [1990]. The influent glucose concentration was
in the range of 140 to 200 gIL. The set-point for substrate concentration was varied from
5.5 to 2.8 gIL in the out-let stream, with dilution rate as the manipulated variable [in the
range of 0.0 to 0.12 h- 1]. Even though the experimental results appear to be successful,
their work also suffers from the same limitations which were mentioned in the previous
paragraph.
These typical experimental studies clearly illustrate the difficulties associated
with the on-line monitoring and estimation of important state variables in a continuous
ethanol bioreactor. More difficulties can be anticipated during implementation of an online adaptive optimization strategy which can be considered as more complex when
compared to simple set-point tracking applications. Most researchers agree on the
following three important points, which can be considered as guidelines for research
work in this field:

1.

The development of sensor technology for on-line monitoring of a wide range
of important state variables;

2.

The development of mathematical models, in order to improve our understanding
of complex bioprocesses, leading to the development of better control strategies;
and

3.

On-line estimation of unmeasurable state variables and critical time-varying
parameters [to provide insight into the on-going process], and implementation of
general on-line adaptive optimization procedures to important commercial
processes.
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2.4

Some Important Adaptive Optimization and State Estimation Algorithms

2.4.1

Steady-State Optimization Method
This approach can be explained by considering a simple continuous stirred tank

bioreactor, CSTBR, where biomass productivity, DX, needs to be maximized using the
dilution rate, D, as the manipulated variable. In this optimization strategy, a step-change
in dilution rate from D 1 to D2 will be introduced at each control interval. The
corresponding change in steady-state productivity from D1X 1 to D2X2 will be evaluated
based on off-line/on-line information and the steady-state process gain is estimated as
shown below:

d(DX) ]
[

dD

= D2 X 2
steady-state
D2

-

(2.16)

D1X1
D1

The manipulated variable is then adjusted based on this observed steady-state process
gain and repeated until the process gain approaches zero, i.e. no further improvement
in productivity can be observed. However, in the case of a process with an everchanging environment this manual procedure has to be repeated perpetually. This is a
time-consuming process since each time one has to wait for the system to attain steadystate before adjusting the manipulated variable [10 hours or more for a typical CSTBR
to reach each steady-state]. This approach will be useful for any time-invariant process
with a low time-constant [of the order of minutes] for which no reliable mathematical
model is available. However, this method is not suitable for bioprocesses with high
time-constants and with continuous environmental disturbances [Rolf and Lim, 1982;
Hamer and Richenberg, 1988].
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2.4.2

The Dynamic Optimization Method [Bamberger and Isermann [1978]]
Lim and Co-workers [Rolf and Lim, 1984, 1985a; Semones and Lim, 1989;

Chang and Lim, 1989, 1990] have studied adaptive optimization of baker's yeast
cultures in a CSTBR using a dynamic optimization method fust proposed by Bamberger
and Isermann [1978]. Optimization of biomass productivity, D*X [gDW/L/h] was the
main objective in these experiments, where biomass concentration was measured on-line
using a flow-through cylindrical cuvette mounted in a spectrophotometer [the stream was
diluted if the biomass concentration was out of range [Semones and Lim, 1989]]. In
other words, on-line information about both input and output variables was available at
every sampling instant. The details of experimental work of Rolf and Lim [1984, 1985a]
which is relevant to the present research program is discussed below.
Rolf and Lim [1984, 1985a] used S. cerevisiae in their experimental studies at
an operating temperature of 30 DC. The feed glucose concentration was 10 gIL in all the
experiments. The dynamic on-line optimization strategy consisted of the following three
essential steps [as explained in Chapter 1]: (1) on-line estimation of process model
parameters; (2) estimation of steady-state gain of the process; and (3) adjustment of the
manipulated variable in order to drive the system towards optimal operating' conditions.

Step 1: A second-order linear input-output dynamic process model was considered to
relate the output variable, y [biomass concentration, X]; and the input variable, u
[dilution rate, D]. The magnitude of the present output variable, y(i), was expressed as
a function of the magnitudes of past and present input variables: u(i-2), u(i-l) and u(i);
and past output variables: y(i-2) and y(i-l); as shown in the following equation:
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(2.17a)

y(i)

where i is the index of discrete sampling time [At]. gI' g2' 110, hI' h2 , and j are the
process model parameters. In terms of a backward shift operator, z, Equation 2.17a was
rewritten as:

=

y(i)

(2.17)

(ho + h 1 z- 1 +h2 z- 2 ) u (i) + j
1+g1 z- 1 +g2 z- 2

The process model parameters were estimated using on-line information about D and

x

[a forgetting factor was also used in order to adapt the process model to changing

operating conditions by giving more weightage to the most recent information].
Step 2: The steady-state gain of the process was obtained by a dynamic method

proposed by Bamberger and Isermann [1978], by setting Z-I

= 1 in Equation 2.17. This

approach speeds up the optimization process significantly when compared to a
conventional steady-state optimization method.
dX
dD

=

dy
du

=

(2.18)

ho+h1 +h 2
1+g1 +g2

Step 3: The following steepest descent technique was used to adjust the manipulated

variable:

Dj

+1

+

II

(d'c:) )

= Dj +

II

(Xj+Dj : )

= Dj

(2.19)
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Before initiating the optimization algorithm, a weighted m-sequence [similar to
a PRBS signal] was applied for a duration of 90 hours to identify the process model. A
sampling time of 8 minutes and a control interval of 2 hours were used during this
investigation. The closed-loop experimental results were as follows: The optimum
dilution rate of 0.25 h- 1 was approached in about 50 to 80 hours time starting from
dilution rates of 0.24 and 0.28 h- 1 [two different runs]. Significant overshoot and
oscillations were observed during optimization experiments.
Semones and Lim [1989] have tried to implement a multivariable adaptive
optimization algorithm by manipulating both temperature and dilution rate. The system
approached the optimum conditions [Dopt = 0.288 h- 1, Topt = 32.2°C] in about 100 hours
starting from a dilution rate of 0.24 h- 1 and temperature of 29°C. Chang and Lim [1989,
1990] have also tried to implement the multivariable optimization algorithm with carbon
dioxide evolution rate as the measured variable. This approach was two to three times
faster than Semones and Lim [1989] based on cell mass concentration measurements.
However, their starting dilution rates were very close to the optimum operating
conditions, which probably accounts for their success.

Some of the disadvantages of this dynamic optimization approach are:

(a)

The magnitude of the process model parameters cannot be related to the
characteristics of the process such as growth rate, biomass/product yield etc. [in
other words, they have no physical significance to provide insight into the
process];
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(b)

There is a potential for divergence in estimation of process model parameters
after the process attains a steady-state, since two or more parameters [depending
on the process; six parameters in case Rolf and Lim [1984, 1985a]] are to be
estimated using on-line information about biomass concentration versus dilution
rate around a single operating point [i.e. steady-state]. In other words, two or
more process parameters have to be estimated using data points [X -vs- D]
clustered around the steady-state of the process. In practice, such a situation has
a large potential for divergence, even with persistent excitation of the CSTBR
[which acts as a low-pass filter]. More practical problems associated with
parameter estimation were reported by Rolf and Lim [1985a] and Ryhiner et al.
[1992].

2.4.3

State Estimation: The Extended Kalman Filter Algorithm

The Kalman filter [Kalman, 1960; Kalman and Bucy, 1961] is widely used for
estimation of unmeasurable state variables and critical time-varying parameters in
dynamic systems [Chui and Chen, 1987; Grimble and Johnson, 1988]. The Kalman filter
algorithm was originally designed to estimate the state vector of a process with a linear
model and is expected to give an optimal estimate among the class of all estimators
[Middleton and Goodwin, 1990]. If the process model is non-linear, a linearization
procedure is performed in deriving the filtering equations. The Kalman filter so obtained
is called the extended Kalman filter [EKF] and a brief description of the algorithm is
given in Appendix-A. The algorithm consists of two important steps. In the prediction
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step, the latest available state estimates are extrapolated to the next sampling interval
using process model equations. In the correction step, at the next sampling instant, these
"predicted" state estimates are "corrected" using the Kalman gain matrix and on-line
information from a few available noisy measurements. The diagonal elements in the
process noise co-variance matrix, R and the measurement noise co-variance matrix, Q
are considered as the tuning parameters for implementation of the EKF algorithm.
As discussed earlier, a serious obstacle to the implementation of on-line adaptive
control has been the lack of reliable instruments for important state variables in a
bioreactor. As a result, some investigators have tried to implement the EKF algorithm
to obtain information about unmeasurable states [Svrcek et al., 1974; Bellgardt et aI.,
1986; Montague et aI., 1986; Ghoul et aI., 1986; Halme et aI., 1986; Shi and Yuan,
1988]. Some typical applications are discussed briefly in the following paragraphs.
Svrcek et al. [1974], in a simulation study, attempted to estimate the maximum
specific growth rate, f.lmax' Monod constant,

~,

and substrate concentration, S, in a

continuous bioreactor with a culture of A. aerogenes. Biomass concentration was
considered as the measured variable. They observed that the estimates of unmeasured
states fluctuate significantly during transient conditions and exhibit divergence tendency
as the system approaches steady-state. Also, the closed-loop response of the system was
observed to be poor during implementation of a set-point control because the estimates
were quite noisy.
Montague et al. [1986a, 1986b] reported a successful application of an adaptive
control strategy to an industrial fed-batch fermentation using the EKF algorithm. Only
biomass and substrate concentrations were estimated from on-line measurement of
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carbon dioxide evolution rate and fennenter volume. During the course of fermentation,
the biomass concentration was controlled to a specified trajectory using the estimates
of biomass. Shi and Yuan [1988] also estimated the biomass concentration, with the help
of extended Kalman filter, in a fed-batch fermentation process using infonnation from
three measured variables: substrate consumption, oxygen uptake and carbon dioxide
production. However, during their investigations, no attempt was made to estimate
important parameters such as growth rate, biomass yield, etc. which should have a
crucial role in implementation of an adaptive optimization strategy.

Howell and Sodipo [1986] attempted to estimate respiration rate and aeration
efficiency using measurements of dissolved oxygen concentration in an activated sludge
process. During simulation studies they observed that the covariance matrix drifts
towards rather unsatisfactory values with time, requiring a reinitialization after every 24
hours. The Kalman gain matrix tended to become negligible and D.O. readings were
ignored by the algorithm, when the measurement noise was high.

Ghoul et al. [1986] estimated three state variables: biomass, glucose and ethanol
concentrations using the EKF algorithm during the batch and fed-batch growth of
Candida utilis on glucose. The measured/observed variables were: CO2 production rate,
oxygen and ammonia consumption rates. However, they reported that the tuning of the
diagonal elements in process and measurement noise co-variance matrices was one of
the most difficult tasks of implementation of the EKF algorithm. It determined the
convergence of the algorithm.
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In general, the following important problems have been reported in the literature
[Jazwinski, 1970; Aborhey and Williamson, 1978; Ljung, 1979; Dochain and Bastin,
1984; Bastin and Dochain, 1986; Montague et aI., 1986a, 1986b, 1989; Farrell and
White, 1990; Agarwal and Bonvin, 1990] associated with the implementation of the
EKF algorithm, although it can be regarded as a powerful algorithm for on-line state

estimation of a non-linear process:

(a)

The perfonnance of the EKF is dependent on the "extent of approximation"
involved in the linearization that must be made around the current estimate at
each sampling instant and the state estimates may be biased because of the
linearization error.

(b)

Divergence is also an accepted major problem for highly non-linear processes.

(c)

If the Kalman gain matrix approaches zero, the algorithm will ignore all the
latest infonnation about the process i.e. from measurements. In such a situation
the correction step will become ineffective.

(d)

In a practical application, there are too many parameters to be tuned in order to
optimize the performance of the algorithm. Besides, the set of tuned parameters
obtained for a particular operating condition may give a poor performance at a
different operating condition and the convergence of the estimates cannot be
guaranteed.
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2.4.4

State Estimation Using State Equations

In view of the above difficulties a number of simple procedures/algorithms have
been suggested in the literature for state and parameter estimation of microbial growth
processes [Aborhey and Williamson [1978], Holmberg and Ranta, 1979; Dochain and
Bastin [1984]; Bastin and Dochain [1986]; Dochain and Pauss [1988]]. For example,
Bastin and Dochain [1986] have suggested a simple method for estimation of specific
growth rate, flx, using a state equation obtained from mass/ component balances. They
have assumed that at least one of the following variables can be measured on-line:
biomass/substrate/product!gas evolution rate.

San and Stephanopoulos [l984a, 1984c] attempted to estimate a state vector in
a continuous ethanol bioreactor at low concentrations for a step change in dilution rate
from 0.123 to 0.258 h- I [initial concentrations of biomass, ethanol, and glucose were 1.8,
2.0, and 1.6 gIL respectively]. Oxygen uptake rate, CO2 evolution rate, and rate of
ammonia addition were the measured variables. Six variables: biomass, ethanol, glucose
concentrations, specific growth rate, and biomass and product yields were. estimated online using an extended Kalman filter. These variables were also estimated on-line using
state equations obtained from mass/component balances and elemental balances [for
carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen]. A moving average filter [of 200 points] was
employed to eliminate the measurement noise before using the state equations for
estimation of those six variables [called RC-filter]. The estimations of biomass, ethanol,
and glucose concentrations by the RC-filter were quite comparable to the estimations
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of the Kalman Filter. The estimations of parameters [J.!x, Yxis' and Yp/J by the RC-fi.lter
were quite noisy when compared to the Kalman filter. However, the estimations of the
RC-filter have improved further with implementation of a noise-spike filter in
combination with a moving average filter. This approach was considered simple when
compared to the EKF algorithm. Konstantinov et al. [1992] have also estimated the
growth rate of hybridoma cell with the help of a state equation using on-line
measurements of biomass concentration [a laser turbidity sensor].
These experimental studies clearly indicate that it is possible to estimate some
important state variables and parameters provided the measurements are reliable and
relatively noise-free. In the present research program, using this approach an algorithm
has been developed for state estimation and implemented successfully in place of the
EKF algorithm.
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3. THEORY

Some of the proposed models [equations] in this chapter have evolved from
experimental studies/observations in the present research program [which are presented
later in the Results and Discussion section]. For these correlations, mechanistic
explanations are provided, wherever possible, in the following sections.

3.1

Absorption of Light by Yeast Cells at "High" Concentrations: An
Interesting Observation and A New Equation [Thatipamala et al., 1991,
1992b]

3.1.1 Background
The absorption of light/radiation by molecules at "low" concentrations is
governed by Beer-Lambert's law, which is a combination of two early empirical laws:
Lambert's law [1730], and Beer's law [1852] [Mann et al., 1974]. Figures 3.1 and 3.2
demonstrate the net result of Lambert's law and Beer's law on intensity of radiation
after passing through an absorbing medium. These laws are based on the most general
principle of "law of addition" [Lambert's law: between absorbance, A, and pathlength,
L; and Beer's law: between absorbance, A, and concentration, C]. Mathematically, BeerLambert's law can be written as:
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Schematic demonstration of Lambert's law of absorption.
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Figure 3.2:

Schematic demonstration of Beer's law of absorption.
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Lambert's law (for a given concentration):
log (I!Io)

= log T =

klL

(3.1a)

k 2C

(3.1b)

Beer's law (for a given pathlength):
log (I!Io)

=

log T

=

Beer-Lambert's law:
log T

=

=

(3.1)

where T is the transmittance (Absorbance, A

= -log

T), C is the concentration of

absorbing species and K' is the Beer-Lambert's constant which is directly proportional
to the pathlength, L.
Beer-Lambert's law is a fundamental law and is a corner stone of all phases of
absorption spectrometry: IR, UV, and spectrophotometry; resulting in a wide range of
applications [see section 2.1] spanning the fields of the pure sciences and engineering.
However, these applications are generally limited to a "low" range of concentrations as
most substances exhibit deviations at "high" concentrations. In the case of negative
deviations the calibration slope [Absorbance -vs- Concentration] decreases with
increasing analyte concentration, whereas in the case of positive deviations the slope
increases [see Figure 3.3a]. Negative deviations indicate that the intensity of radiation
is "higher" than the value predicted by Beer-Lambert's law, whereas positive deviations
indicate that the intensity is "lower" [see Figure 3.3b].
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In general, only negative deviations are discussed in detail in the literature [Rao,
1961; Walton and Reyes, 1973; Brown, 1980; Lu and Penzkofer; 1986; Deldelumyea,
1987; Robinson, 1987; Willard et al., 1988; Ingle and Crouch, 1988; Berger, 1990;
Berbaran-Santos, 1990; Skoog and Leary, 1992], since most substances exhibit such
deviations at "high" concentrations. [Besides, it is easy to give a convincing explanation
to positive deviations, since "lower" intensity could be attributed to a number of
unaccounted losses such as: (a) multiple interactions; (b) loss of intensity due to
scattering; and (c) all the radiation may not be reaching the "detector" assembly].
However, vast amounts of literature indicate that it has been difficult to provide a
convincing explanation for negative deviations, since "higher" intensity needs to be
attributed to a different phenomenon. As a result, a number of qualitative reasons [see
Table 3.1] have been given to explain the deviations from Beer-Lambert's law at high
concentrations.

It is interesting to note that some of the explanations attribute the negative
deviations to the solute, some to the solvent, some to the non-monochromatic radiation,
some to the instrumentation, and many to all possible combination of these factors.
From the very fact of such a wide range of divergent explanations [for a single
phenomenon] it is obvious that all of those explanations are not necessarily "true". It
could be possible that most of them may fail to recognise the "fundamental" reasoning
behind the negative deviations.
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Table 3.1 Qualitative Explanations For Negative Deviations
From Beer-Lambert's Law
[Rao, 1961; Walton and Reyes, 1973; Brown, 1980; Lu and Penzkofer; 1986;
Deldelumyea, 1987; Robinson, 1987; Willard et al., 1988; Ingle and Crouch, 1988;
Berger, 1990; Berbaran-Santos, 1990; Skoog and Leary, 1992]

Solute:
-chemical equilibria;
-chemical effects;
-ionization or fluorescence of solute;
-mutual interaction of neighbouring molecules;
-polymerization;
-some molecules in the shadow of other molecules;
-self-association or dissociation of absorbing species

Solvent:
-poor transmission of the solvent;
-high electrolyte concentrations;
-presence of interfering substances

Radiation:
-polychromatic radiation;
-stray radiation;
-scattered radiation

Instrument:
-band emission;
-non-ideal performance of
-the detector;
-the signal processor;
-the readout device;
-Heat detector Johnson noise;
-dark current and amplifier noise;
-photon detector shot noise;
-source flicker;
-improper slit adjustment

Solute and Solvent:
-solute-solvent interactions;
-hydrogen bonding

Others:
-change in distribution of chromophores in the solution; -turbidity;
-interference from impurities;
-change in refractive index of the solution;
-variability in pathlength in test-tube shaped cuvettes;
-multiple reflections
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The most generally held view is that deviations are not due to Beer-Lambert's
law being invalid but rather are a consequence of experimental measurement conditions
which violate the fundamental assumptions of Beer-Lambert's law [Ingle and Crouch,
1988]. Beer-Lambert's law has withstood the test of time for almost all the substances
at the "low" concentrations, but the behaviour of the substances at "high" concentrations
are yet to be modelled accurately.

3.1.2

Development of a New Equation
In nearly all spectroscopy techniques, a blank measurement is required. The ideal

blank contains all the sample constituents except the species to be determined [Ingle,
and Crouch, 1988]. In the present research program, a reference solution of known
concentration was used in place of the ideal blank to expand the range of the
spectrophotometer.
From preliminary experimental results it was observed that at any concentration,
for a given ratio of increase in concentration, a, the ratio of decrease in transmittance,
b, remains constant. That is, for a series of biomass concentrations (given by):

Co ' Co

a,

Co

a2

,

•••• ,

Co

an

(a>li increasing trend)

the respective transmittance values (for the above series) will be:
To ' To b, To b

2

,

•••• ,

To b n

(b<li decreasing trend)
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where Co is the concentration of reference and To is the corresponding transmittance. In
that case the nth experimental data point (Cn,Tn) can be represented as:

(3.2a)

After a simple mathematical manipulation the above equation can be rewritten
as:
(3.2b)
log b
log a

Since, a and b are interrelated, log(b)/log(a) can be considered as a constant. In general,
Equation 3.2b can then be expressed as:

(3.2)

where C and T refer to the concentration and transmittance of the solution being
analyzed and the constant K is dimensionless. The reader is requested to note that
Equation 3.2 is purely a result of experimental observations. During the present research
program, based on this new equation, a novel spectrophotometric technique has been
developed and implemented for on-line monitoring and control of a wide range of yeast
cell concentrations using a spectrophotometer.
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3.1.3

Fundamental Assumptions in Beer-Lambert's Law and Theoretical
Explanation for the New Equation

Consider a homogeneous absorbing medium of uniform concentration C, with
pathlength L [See Figure 3.4]. The intensity of incident light on a thin slice (with
thickness dL) of the medium is I, while that emerging is (I - dI). The most general
assumptions are: (a) the loss in the intensity of incident light, dl, is entirely because of
interactions between incident light and the absorbing species where photons are being
removed; and (b) dl is directly proportional to the intensity

of incident light, I.

Mathematically, these assumptions can be represented, by the following relationship:

dl

a.

(3.3)

1

The basic assumptions which lead to the derivation of Beer-Lambert's law are [Ingle
and Crouch, 1989]:

1. The absorbing species act independently of each other; and

2. The loss in the intensity of incident light, dl, is directly proportional to the
concentration C of absorbing species and dL. Mathematically, it can be expressed as:
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Figure 3.4:

Absorption of radiationllight by absorbing species: Mathematical
representation of decrease in intensity of radiation as it passes through
the medium.
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i)

ii)

iii)

dI

a

C

or

dI

a

Q'

(3.4a)

Lambert's law:

dI

dL

(3.4b)

Beer-Lambert's law:

dI

a

CdL

(3.4c)

since C is a constant

dI

a

d(LC)

(3.4d)

dI

a

dQ

Beer's law:

(3.4)

where Q' is the concentration expressed as the number of molecules! absorbing species
per unit volume, and

n

is the number of absorbing species in the pathlength of light

(which is proportional to LC). (When either C or LC is less than one, log(C) or
log(LC) will become negative. To overcome this problem new variables Q' and Q must
be defined. Their significance will become relevant in the coming sections).

Derivation of Beer-Lambert's law:
Equations 3.3 and 3.4 can be combined as:

dI
or

Ct

(dI)/I =

(3.5a)

Integration of Equation 3.5a over the pathlength results in:
log T =

=

k3 L C

K'C

(3.1)
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Development of the New Equation:

It is appropriate to question the validity of the first assumption used in the
derivation of Beer-Lambert's law at high concentrations when significant interactions
among absorbing species are expected. As a result of the violation of the first
assumption, the validity of the second assumption must also be questioned. Experimental
evidence indicates that the absorbance (i.e. -logT) at high concentrations is proportional
to the log concentration rather than the absolute concentration. Consequently, at high
concentrations, the relationship between dI and the concentration of absorbing
species/path length [Equation 3.4], can be modified in two different ways:

Approach A: Lambert's law is valid but Beer's law is not valid

In such a situation, Equation 3.4c can be modified as:

dI

a

log(C)

a

log(o.')

* dL
* dL

(3.6a)

Equations 3.3 and 3.6a can be combined as:

dI

(3.6b)

I log(o.') dL

Integration of Equation 3.6b over the pathlength results in:
log(T) =

=

k4

* L * log(Q')

ksL

* log(C)

(3.6)

+ k,
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Approach B: Neither Beer's law nor Lambert's law are valid:
In such a situation Equation 3.4 can be modified as:

dI

dlog(Q)

(3.7a)

Equations 3.3 and 3.7a can be combined as:

dI

a.

(3.7b)

I dlog(Q)

Integration of Equation 3.7b over the pathlength [i.e. from 1 to Q, since Q cannot be less
than 1] results in:

log(T)

=

k,

* log(Q)

=

ks

* log(LC)

+ k,

(3.7)

It can be shown that Equation 3.2 can be obtained either from Equation 3.6 or
from Equation 3.7 [by subtracting the value for a reference solution]. The magnitude of
the "dimensionless" constant K is expected to be: (a) linearly proportional to pathlength
if approach A is valid; and independent of pathlength if approach B is valid. However,
experimental evidence indicates that K is independent of pathlength.
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Generalized Form of the New Equation:
The generalised form of the new equation for variable pathlengths can be written
as:

=

(3.8)

K 10ri
:;'l LaLC)
Co

The above equation can be obtained from Equation 3.7. It will be useful for
extrapolating lab-scale experimental data to a longer pathlength/ field applications. It is
important to point out that the log-log nature of this relationship as compared to the
semi-log relationship of Beer-Lambert's law will cause drastic differences in
extrapolated predictions/ results over changing pathlengths.

In other words, the importance of Equation 3.8 can be explained with the
following simple example: From Figure 3.1 it can be observed that according to
Lambert's law the radiation is expected to lose an equal fraction of energy as it passes
through a series of cuvettes of equal pathlength. Instead, Equation 3.8 indicates that in
order to lose an equal fraction of energy, the pathlength of a series of cuvettes should
increase exponentially as shown in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2

Path length of a Series of Cuvettes in Case of Negative Deviations
[in order to lose an equal fraction of energy]

Cuvette

Path length
[Equation 3.8]

1
2
3

100
101-100
102-(10 1+ 100]

n

10n - 1

_

I.10i

Path length
[Lambert's law]
100
100
100
100

The results in Table 3.2 indicate that the most general principle of "law of
addition" [on which Beer-Lambert's law is based] is not valid at "high" concentrations.
It also indicates that, in case of negative. deviations, the efficiency of absorption [by
absorbing species] decreases as the radiation moves along the path length. This
reasoning is used to develop a consistent relationship between Beer-Lambert's law and
the new equation in Appendix-D. The underlying reasoning behind this phenomenon,
perhaps, may improve our present day understanding about absorption of
electromagnetic radiation by various substances.
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3.1.4

Continuity between Beer-Lambert's Law and the New Equation

The reader might have observed that the new equation [Equation 3.2 or 3.8] does
not reduce to Beer-Lambert's law (Equation 3.1) as Co approaches zero. This problem
has been overcome by developing the following empirical equation which spans the
range from zero to high concentrations:

log T

=

C

k 10 Clog C
+ k 11 log C

=

where

n

(3.9)

K 1 Clog K 3 C
C + K 2 log K3 C

is the number of absorbing species in the pathlength of light (which is

proportional to LC). Since

n cannot be

a fraction, the slope will change smoothly

exhibiting a smooth continuity between "low" and "high" concentrations. Equation 3.9
reduces to Beer-Lambert's law [Equation 3.1] when C is "low"; and to the new equation
[Equation 3.2 or 3.8] when C is "high".
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3.2

Effect of Product and Substrate Inhibitions on Kinetics, Biomass and
Product Yields: Theoretical Explanation for New Correlations [Thatipamala
et aI., 1992a]
The basic purpose of the study of kinetics was to develop general expressions/

simple mathematical models for critical time-varYing parameters. These models were
required not only for simulation studies, but also for implementation of the state
estimation and adaptive optimization algorithm, where the time-varying parameters are
estimated on-line.
both specific growth rate, Ilx [the most

In the present research program,

important kinetic parameter], and biomass yield, Yxis [i.e. -dX/dS ], are considered as
time-varying parameters. Whereas the other parameters such as product yield, YpIs' and
carbon dioxide evolution per unit product formation, YC02/p' are assumed to be constant
[based on batch and continuous experimental studies]. The specific rates of substrate
consumption, Ils' and product formation, IIp, are linked to specific growth rate, by the
biomass yield and product yield. As a result, only the models relevant to the timevarying parameters: Ilx and Y xis; are discussed in the following sections.

3.2.1 Specific Growth Rate : Effect of Product and Substrate Inhibitions

Product Inhibition
A number of correlations have been proposed in the literature [see section 2.2.1]
relating Ilx and ethanol concentration, P. In the present study, the product inhibition
model proposed by Levenspiel [1981] is considered. This is a generalized non-linear
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equation with two parameters which can be experimentally determined. Including the
Monod equation, this relationship can be written as:

(3.10)

where Pmax is the maximum concentration of product above which cells do not grow, and
~ax

is the maximum specific growth rate of the microorganism in the absence of any

inhibitory effects. When S »

~,

Equation 3.10 can be approximated as:

(2.8)

Substrate Inhibition

In general, it is reported that substrate inhibition becomes significant above 150
to 200 gIL glucose concentration with complete inhibition of growth around 400 gIL
concentration [see section 2.2.2]. Based on experimental results [presented in section
5.2.3] the following simple linear relationship is proposed to take substrate inhibition
into account:

(3.11)
when

S
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>

Smin

where Smax is the maximum concentration of substrate above which cells do not grow,
and Smin is the minimum substrate concentration from where substrate inhibition starts
affecting the growth rate. The tenn

[S/(S+~)]

was not included in Equation 3.11, since

it will be insignificant when S > Smin. When both product and substrate inhibitions are
significant, Equations 2.8 and 3.11 can be combined as follows:

=

(

(3.12)

1- p p)4 (S - Smin)
Smin
max

Smax -

In the present study, the specific growth rate, J.lx is assumed to be only a function
of product and substrate concentrations. The effects of all other variables [which may
either increase or decrease the growth rate] are expected to be reflected in the maximum
specific growth rate, Jlmax which is estimated in real-time.

3.2.2

Biomass Yield: Effect of Product and Substrate Inhibitions
One area of kinetics that has not been extensively studied is the effect of product

and substrate inhibitions on instantaneous biomass yield (Yxis), although there is no
doubt about its importance. The majority of previous workers have assumed Yxis to be
constant with values between 0.09 to 0.1 (see section 2.2.3). However, Humphrey
[1986], Hill and Robinson (1990) and Warren et al (1991) have observed it to be a
function of ethanol concentration. Pamment [1989] has suggested that ethanol inhibition
should affect the observed biomass yield. However, it is quite complicated to develop
a theoretical model for biomass yield starting from fundamentals [such as energy (ATP)
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released in aerobic and anaerobic pathways]. Instead, it was decided to use a more
qualitative and empirical approach and propose an unstructured model for Y xis.

In general, Yxis can be expressed as a function of J.!x' and the maintenance
coefficient, m as follows [Acevedo, 1987]:

=

1
max

Yx / s

+

(3.13)

m
I-l x

where ymax xis is the maximum instantaneous biomass yield from substrate (in the absence
of any inhibitory effects). As the growth rate, Jlx decreases due to inhibition, the
maintenance requirement will increase resulting in diversion of more of the substrate to
catabolic pathways and consequently the observed biomass yield, Yx/s, is expected to
decrease. In that case, it is logical to assume that there needs to be a consistent
relationship between Yxis and inhibition. It should be possible to express biomass yield
in terms of kinetic parameters related to inhibition, rather than purely new empirical
constants.

The analysis of extensive experimental results [presented in sections 5.2.1; 5.2.2;
5.2.3; Thatipamala et ai., 1992a] has indicated that the effect of inhibition [i.e product
and substrate inhibitions] on specific growth rate, Jlx, and biomass yield, Yxis' is quite
similar. In other words, the decrease in biomass yield is proportional to the decrease in
specific growth rate due to inhibition. During the present research program, ethanol
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fermentation experiments were conducted under micro-aerobic conditions. As a result,
some aerobic growth! respiration can be expected which would have some effect on the
observed biomass yield, since the biomass yield during respiration is considerably
greater than fermentation [even though very little glucose is expected to be used for
respiration, under typical ethanol fermentation conditions]. Especially, it can become
significant at low substrate concentrations, and at low specific growth rates. As a result,
the biomass yield is assumed to approach a minimum value, rather than zero, at high
ethanol concentrations [i.e high product inhibition]. The following simple relationship
is proposed relating biomass yield to the inhibitory environment of the bioreactor.

(3.14)
(Yx / s

(y

xis

-

_

Y;:f:)With inhibition

ex

ymin)
xis without inhibition

IJ.x wi t;h inhibi tion
IJ.x without; inhibition

where Yx/smin is the minimum value approached by Yxis asymptotically as the ethanol
concentration approaches Pmar The above relationship can also be expressed as:

(3.15)

(Y;j; -

The following three correlations can be obtained for biomass yield, Yxis by
combining Equation 3.15 with Equations 2.8 or 3.11 or 3.12:
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(a)

when product inhibition alone is significant [i.e. when S < Smin]

(3.16)
Yxis

(b)

= (max

min) (

Yx/s - Yx / s

1 -

p)CI
Pmax

ymin

+

xis

when substrate inhibition alone is significant [i.e. when S > Smin and P is
negligible]

=

/
Y max
x s

(3.17)

[S - Sm1n]
Smax- S m1n

[YX!Smin is expected to be zero since no respiration can be expected when S > Smin]

(c)

when both substrate and product inhibitions are significant [i.e. when S > Smin
and P is not negligible]

=

/s
Yxmax

p]CI [S - Sm' n ]

[1 - - -

Pmax

Smax - Smin
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(3.18)

3.2.3 Lag Phase and Substrate Inhibition
In general, a lag phase is observed in most batch fermentation experiments. It
is attributed to the time required for adjustment of cells to a new environment [Bailey
and Ollis, 1986]. The time for the lag phase,

r,

is expected to increase with increase

in initial substrate concentration due to less favourable environmental conditions for
growth. As yet, however, no generalized correlation has been suggested in the literature
to predict lag time,

r, expressed in terms of substrate inhibition. Based on experimental

results [presented in section 5.2.4] the following simple empirical relationship has been
suggested to describe observed lag time as a function of substrate inhibition:

r

=

(I) S min

where

r

(3.19)

(S( ~) )Y
Snun

is the expected lag time for a given initial substrate concentration of S(O), and

(r)s,min is the observed lag time when initial substrate concentration is Smin'

3.2.4 Estimation of Net Increase in Biomass Concentration
It is possible to estimate the net increase in biomass concentration from the

proposed dynamic model for biomass yield, Y x/s [i.e. -dX/dS]. Equation 3.16 can be
integrated analytically to obtain the final biomass concentration, X(00), when product
inhibition alone is significant and assuming YpIs as a constant It can be expressed in
terms of the initial concentrations of biomass, X(O), substrate, S(O), and ethanol, P(O),
as shown below:
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[X(oo)

= (Y;'i: -

- X(O)]

·

Y:i~)

(3.20)

PmaxS(O)
(P(oo) -P(O)

(a+l)

*

where P(00) is the final ethanol concentration. When the initial ethanol concentration,
P(O) is negligible, Equation 3.20 can be simplified as:

(x ( (0) -

x (0 ) )

y::i: S ( 0 ) - (y;n - y;;:) S ( 0 )

CIt

a
[ 2!

a (a-I)

-

3!

P ( (0)
Pmax

*

(3.21)

P(OO)]
Pmax

Equation 3.21 can be further simplified to obtain the overall biomass yield, Yxis as
shown below:

yx/s

=

e!

(x (00) - x(O)
8(0)

max - (max
yx/s
yx/s

-

(3.22)

min)
yx/s

P(OO)]
Pmax
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The growth of microorganisms is an unusually complex phenomenon. However,
it is often possible to represent this growth by relatively simple mathematical models.
As explained earlier, the main objective of this kinetic study was to develop such simple
models for time-varying parameters. As a result, no further effort was made to
investigate the underlying phenomena behind the general expressions presented in this
section.
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3.3

State Estimation and Adaptive Optimization Algorithm [Thatipamala et ai,
1992c, 1993a]

During the initial stages of this research program, the extended Kalman filter
(EKF) algorithm was considered as one of the best possible algorithms for the purpose
of on-line state estimation of a continuous ethanol bioreactor. However, during the later
stages of the project, another algorithm was developed using state equations (called SE
Algorithm for simplicity), because of the difficulties associated with the implementation
of the EKF algorithm [see section 2.4.3]. The details of the SE algorithm and the EKF
algorithm are presented in sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 respectively. The reader is requested
to note that only the SE algorithm has been implemented for experimental studies
[adaptive optimization of a continuous ethanol bioreactor], even though simulation
studies were carried out using both algorithms.

3.3.1
3.3.1.1

The SE Algorithm
Process Model Equations

The process model equations for a continuous ethanol bioreactor are obtained in
nonlinear state space representation by using mass/component balances. Four important
state variables: (i) biomass concentration (X), (ii) product concentration (P), (iii)
substrate concentration (S),

and (iv) carbon dioxide evolution rate, CER (q); are

considered in formulating the following equations:
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dX

dt

dS
dt

(3.23)

=

=

V

( sin-

s

(3.24)
)D - J.LgX'

(3.25)

dP
dt

q

(lJx - D) X

=

IJ~ - DP

(3.26)

=

IJco~ + MX

In the above equations, the specific rates of biomass growth (Jlx), substrate consumption
(Jls); product formation (Jlp), and carbon dioxide evolution per unit product formation
(Jlco~

are interrelated by the following equations:

(3.27)
I!s

=

J.Lp

=

J.L x
Yx/s

J.L s

*

(3.28)
Yp/s

(3.29)

Equations 3.23 to 3.29 are the basic process model equations relating all
important variables in the fermenter [volume, V is considered as constant]. These
equations are logical and unstructured model equations for a typical continuouslbatch
fermentation system; i.e. no explicit relations are specified among the state variables,
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parameters and operating conditions. The parameters: (a) specific growth rate, J.lx; and
(b) instantaneous biomass yield, Yxis' are considered as critical time-varying parameters
and estimated in real time, along with the four important state variables: X, S, P, and
q.

3.3.1.2

On-line State Estimation
Carbon dioxide evolution rate (q) is one of the most frequently measured

variables for adaptive control and optimization applications of fermentation. In addition,
as mentioned in section 3.1.2, a novel technique has been developed for on-line
monitoring of a wide range of yeast cell concentrations using a spectrophotometer based
on Equation 3.2. As a result, in the present investigation, two of the state variables,
carbon dioxide evolution rate (q), and biomass concentration (X) are the measured/
inferred variables. At every sampling instant, the important variables are estimated online based on the following logic:

a)

Biomass concentration, X, is· inferred using on-line information from the
spectrophotometer;

b)

Carbon dioxide evolution rate, q, is inferred using on-line information from
infra-red gas analyzer, and electronic gas flow-meter;

c)

specific growth rate, J.lx (the most important parameter), is estimated using a
discrete form of equation 3.23 and the magnitude of inferred state variable X,
from step (a);
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d)

Ethanol concentration, P, and instantaneous biomass yield,

Yx!s'

are estimated

based on a discrete form of equations 3.25 and 3.26, using the magnitude of
inferred state variables, X and q, from steps (a) and (b);

e)

Glucose concentration, S is estimated using a discrete form of equation 3.24.

In addition,

Jlmax

and Y X!Smin are calculated from the estimations of the above time-

varying parameters, using the following two correlations [various inhibition models
indicate that most effects of inhibition are expected to reflect in parameter
section 2.2); while continuous experiments indicate that

yminX!S

!J.max

(see

is another uncertain

parameter] :

IJo x

Y xls

=

(2.8)

~l-p:r
=

max

min

( r

(Yxls -Yxl s ) 1- P

P

+

max

In the above two correlations, Pmax'
[Both Pmax and

(3.16)
ymin

(l

fermentation and

(l,

and

xis

ymax x/s

are considered to be known constants

can be considered as characteristics of the yeast strain being used for
ymax x/ s

was observed to be a constant in batch and continuous

experiments].
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3.3.1.3 Index of Performance and Dynamic Optimization Strategy
Ethanol is the most desirable product in this fermentation and the rate of
production of ethanol per unit volume of reactor (or productivity, DP) can be considered
the most significant factor in evaluating the performance of the continuous bioreactor.
As a result "D

IP

=

* P"

is considered as the Index of Performance (IP):

[D*P ]steadystate

(3.30)

Dilution rate is considered as the manipulated/input variable for optimizing the above
index of performance/output variable [similar to previous research studies (see section
2.4)]. The manipulated variable is updated using the steepest descent technique based
on the following equation:

=

D

j

:::

where

~

+

Dj

P

d(DP)ss
dD

A

+,.,

(3.31)

I1(Dp)ss
I1D

is the optimization gain; and d(DP)ss/dD is the steady state process gain, i.e.

the net gain in Index of Performance (at steady state) for a given change in manipulated
variable [based on the present environmental conditions in the bioreactor]. At every
sampling instant the steady-state gain

[i.e.~(DP)s/~D]
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is estimated by solving the

process model equations (along with equations 2.8 and 3.16) using a fourth-order
Runge-Kutta method. The required change in manipulated variable to improve the
productivity is determined using equation 3.31, based on the steady-state gain estimation.
Thus, important state variables and critical time-varying parameters, and the steady state
process gain are estimated on-line at every sampling instant using transient information
from both of the sensors. A schematic block diagram of the adaptive control/dynamic
optimization strategy is shown in Figure 3.5. In this block diagram, set-point refers to
any of the important state variables (concentration of biomass, substrate, or product);
and adaptive optimization refers to maximization of cellular or ethanol productivity
(D*X or D*P), or minimization of unconverted substrate in the effluent stream (D*S)].

3.3.2

Extended Kalman Filter Algorithm
In adaptive optimal control applications, the most important role of any state

estimation algorithm is to provide estimates of state variables and critical time-varying
parameters from noisy measurements.. In this context, the importance of the extended
Kalman filter and the convergence problems associated with its implementation are
discussed in detail in section 2.4.3. In the present research program a simple technique
is suggested to improve the convergence properties of the EKF algorithm.

3.3.2.1

Dynamic Modelling of the Vector for Time-Varying Parameters
Usually the uncertain parameter vector, <b, is estimated along with the state

variables by treating uncertain parameters as additional state variables. Most
investigators have chosen the following static equation [for estimation of uncertain
parameter vector, <b]:
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Schematic block diagram of an adaptive dynamic optimization/control
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o. a

=

in formulating the process model equations for estimation of parameters [Svrcek et aI.,
1974; Bellgardt et aI., 1986; Shi and Yuan, 1988; Agarwal and Bonvin, 1990]. It is
expected that the change in parameters with time can be accurately estimated by the
EKF algorithm if the unknown parameters do not change substantially with time.
However, for estimation of time-varying parameters, the performance of the EKF has
been found to be unsatisfactory (Stephanopoulos and San, 1984). Stephanopoulos and
San (1984) have suggested a method to track the variation of parameters with a
combination of coloured and white noise terms. However these terms are not directly
related to the parameters.
In the present investigation, the time-varying parameter vector is modelled by the
following dynamic equation:

=

(3.33)
fib

where Iff' is a fraction associated with the change in parameter vector "<p" with respect
to time. Assuming f to be a constant, Equation 3.33 can be written as (after integration
over a sampling interval, dt):

ib t+l =

~ t exp (fa t)

= ib t

(1. 0

+ ( f11 t)

(3.34)
+

(f

11 t) 2
2!
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+ - - -)

Neglecting higher-order terms, a discrete-time approximation of Equation 3.34 can be
written as:

(3.35)

where (L\<I»t is the magnitude of the "known change of the parameter vector during

L\t" for the previous interval, which is equal to (<I>t - <l>t-l). By comparing Equation 3.33
with the process model equations given for the state variables [see section 3.3.1.1], it
can be observed that the dynamic equation proposed for the parameter vector is quite
similar to the state equations in both structure and format This approach is expected to
improve the approximation involved in the linearization resulting in a better parameter
estimation which in turn should improve the state estimation.

3.3.2.2

Estimation of Parameters Using a "Simple Average" Approach [with
Two or More Measured Variables]

In general, most on-line fermentation measurements are usually limited to a few
state variables, such as dissolved oxygen concentration and carbon dioxide evolution
rate. From these measured variables other state variables are estimated using various
algorithms (Williams and Montgomery, 1986; Leigh et aI., 1988; Shi and Yuan, 1988;
Yi et al., 1989).
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In the present investigation, as mentioned in section 3.3.1.2, two of the state
variables, carbon dioxide evolution rate, q, and biomass concentration, X, are the
measured/inferred variables. It is possible to estimate some of the parameters [e.g. J..ls'
J.ip, J..lcozJ in process model equations from more than one measured/inferred variable

because the process states and parameters are interdependent. Consequently these
parameters can be estimated using a simple average, given by:

=

1
j 1:

(3.36)
l1ij

where "llij" is the "ith " parameter associated with its estimation from the

fh

inferred

variable. It is partly logical and partly intuitive to expect that overall estimations will
improve by using this "simple average" in formulating the process model equations. It
may be further improved by assigning weighting factors to each inferred state variable.

3.3.2.3

Tuning Parameters and Tuning Criteria
During simulation studies, the main tuning parameters in the EKF algorithm were

the diagonal elements of the process noise covariance matrix, R, similar to many
previous investigations [Svrcek et al., 1974; Ghoul et aI., 1986; Shi and Yuan, 1988;
Agarwal and Bonvin, 1990]. After selecting the diagonal elements of R, the diagonal
elements of measurement noise covariance matrix, Q, are set in order to give equal
weight to both the model and measurements [Agarwal and Bonvin, 1990; Dimitratos et
aI., 1991; Gagnon and MacGregor, 1991].
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The standard deviation of process noise is considered as 0.2% for unmeasured
state variables (S and P) and 0.5% for inferred variables (X and q) and time-varying
parameters (J.!x and Y XIS) which are affected by both process and measurement noises.
Initial values of the diagonal elements in error co-variance matrix, E(O), are selected
depending on the confidence of the initial guess of the state variables. A large E(O)
[about 20 to 50 times larger than R] is considered when the initial guess is poor,
whereas a small E(O) [about twice R] when the initial guess is quite accurate. Some
typical values of diagonal elements in Rand Q are given in Appendix-A. During
simulation studies it is observed that a relatively larger R results in instability of the
EKF algorithm, whereas a relatively smaller R results in a negligible Kalman gain
matrix, G.
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4. MATERIALS AND METHODS

4.1

Microorganism

(a)

Saccharo'myces cerevisiae, in the form of active dry yeast, supplied by
Fleischman Yeast Ltd. [Montreal, Quebec] was used during the fITst phase of this
research program to develop a new method for measurement of a wide range of
yeast cell concentrations [see sections 4.4.1 and 5.1].

(b)

Saccharomyces cerevisiae, NRRL Y-132, was used in all the remaining phases
of the experimental work [unless otherwise mentioned]. It was provided by
Northern Regional Research Laboratories, US Department of Agriculture [Peoria,
Illinois]. The pure culture for inocula was stored at 4

°c

on yeast extract-

peptone-dextrose (YEPD) agar which was freshly prepared every six months.

4.2

Culture Medium
The composition of the medium with a glucose concentration of 100 gIL is given

in Table 4.1. The same medium was used in all batch and continuous experiments, and
the composition is similar to that of Hill and Robinson [1990] and Bazua and Wilke
[1980]. All solutions of required composition were prepared using distilled water. Citric
acid and tri-sodium citrate were used to buffer the medium and Dow antifoam B [BDH
Chemicals, Toronto, Ontario] was added to prevent foaming. During the growth period
the pH remained between 4.8 to 4.0 due to effective buffering [this is known to be the
broad pH optimum range for growth [Jones, 1981; Maiorella, 1985]]. The amount of
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nutrients were increased proportionately in media with above 100 gIL glucose
concentrations [excluding the components for buffer]. The same medium was used for
preparing the inoculum except that glucose concentration was adjusted in the range of
20 to 100 gIL depending on the required inoculum strength.

Table 4.1
Composition of the Medium
S.No. Component/Chemical
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

Concentration (gIL)

glucose
yeast extract
ammonium chloride
di-sodium hydrogen orthophosphate
di-potassium hydrogen orthophosphate
magnesium sulphate
calcium chloride
citric acid
tri-sodium citrate
antifoam-B

100.0
10.0
2.5
2.91
3.0
0.25
0.08
4.3
3.0
0.5 (mLlL)

[Glucose and yeast extract were supplied by Com Products
International (Summit Agro, lllinois); and by Gillette Foods Inc.
(Union, New Jersey) respectively. Rest of the chemicals were
supplied by BDH Chemicals (Toronto, Ontario)].
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4.3

Experimental Set-up

4.3.1

Batch Experiments
Four 1 L Erlenmeyer flasks were used as the batch fermentation vessels with a

working volume of 500 mL each. These vessels were fitted with an air distributor, CO2
exhaustion port and an aseptic sampling system. They were mounted in a gYratory water
bath shaker [New Brunswick Scientific, Edison, New Jersey] and cycled at 200 rpm.
The temperature of the water bath was maintained at 30°C. Figure 4.1 shows a
schematic diagram of a single fermenter.

4.3.2 Continuous Experiments
Figure 4.2 shows a schematic diagram of the continuous stirred tank bioreactor,
along with peripheral instruments configured for adaptive optimal control studies. A
New Brunswick Scientific [Edison, New Jersey] Bioflo C30 apparatus was used· with
a locally fabricated glass fermenter with a working volume of 450 mL [size 750 mL].
The temperature of the fermenter was maintained at 30° C [within ±O.2°] using a heating
tape and circulating cooling water. Two Masterflex peristaltic pumps [Cole-Parmer,
Chicago, lliinois] were used for pumping the inlet substrate stream and outlet product
stream to and from the bioreactor [30 to 250 mL/h). A third peristaltic pump was used
to recycle the fermentation broth through a modified flow-through sterilized cylindrical
cuvette mounted on a Spectronic 21 spectrophotometer [Bausch and Lomb, Rochester,
New York] set at 600 nm. An Infrared Gas Analyzer [Rosemount Analytical, La Habra,
California], model 880, was used to monitor CO2 composition in the outlet gas stream.
Two electronic gas flow meters [McMillan Company, Texas] were used to monitor inlet
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Glass wool filter

suction
tube

Filtered
air supply

Sample
bottle
I litre
Erlenmeyer
fermenter

500 mL broth
Figure 4.1:

Batch experimental set-up: Schematic diagram of a single fermenter.
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Schematic diagram of continuous experimental set-up: (A) fermenter, (B)
Opto-board, (C) computer, (D) feed bottle, (E) product bottle, (F) fIltered
air supply, (0) exhaust gas; (1) inlet air flow meter, (2) feed pU11)P, (3)
outlet gas flow meter, (4) IR gas analyzer, (5) recycle pump, (6)
Spectrophotometer, (7) pressure transducer, (8) product pump.
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air and outlet gas flow rates. A differential pressure transmitter [Foxboro,
Massachusetts], model 823 DP, was used to estimate the volume in the fermenter. An
OPTO-22 analog board [Opt022, Huntington Beach, California] was used for
communicating between the process and the computer, an ffiM PC 486/33 with software
written in Turbo Pascal.

4.4

Experimental Procedure(s)

4.4.1

Development of a New Method For Measurement of a Wide Range of Yeast
Cell Concentrations
The mixtures of required biomass concentrations, in the range of 0.5 to 50

gDW/L were prepared using active dry yeast and only distilled water [without any of
the components of the medium]. The actual dry weight of these solutions was
determined by drying 10 mL of washed sample in aluminum dishes in a Blue M
Stabilitherm oven [Blue Island, Illinois] at 65°C.
A wavelength of 700 nm was selected from absorption spectra, generated using
a Lambda 4B spectrophotometer [perkin-Elmer, Norwalk, Connecticut]. Some of the
experiments were also repeated at 600 nm.
The Spectronic-21 was used in all the experiments [unless otherwise specified]
to measure the %transmittance of a light beam passing through samples of various cell
concentrations. Three modified flow-through cylindrical cuvettes [called flowcells for
simplicity] made from boro-silicate glass were designed to be accommodated in the
Spectronic-21 [see Figure-4.3; Anweiler et al, 1992]. Flowcell 1 is similar to a simple
cylindrical cuvette, whereas flowcells 2 and 3 are based on the suggestion of Lee and
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1
Figure 4.3:

2

3

Schematic diagram of three flow-through cylindrical cuvettes [flow cells].
Effective pathlengths of flowcells 1, 2 and 3 are 11.6, 3.4 and 1.8 nun
respectivel y.
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Lim [1980] to reduce the effective pathlength of incident light. All flowcells had a
height of 80 mm and outside diameter of 13 mm. The outside diameters of the inner
tubes were 5 mm and 3 mm for flowcells 2 and 3 respectively. The effective pathlengths
[excluding the wall thickness of glass] were 11.6,3.4, and 1.8 mm for flowcells 1,2,
and 3 respectively. Inlet and outlet portions of the flowcells were made to accommodate
C-14 Masterflex tubing [Cole-Parmer, Chicago, Illinois]. The annulus of flowcells 2 and

3 were filled with distilled water when being used in the spectrophotometer.

After introducing the blank/reference solution in the spectrophotometer, the
%transmittance was adjusted manually to 100%. Standard mixtures were well stirred
and drawn by suction into each flowcell. The analog output of the Spectronic-21 was
cross-checked at every reading using a Fluke digital multimeter. For readings of
transmittance above 100%, only the multimeter readings were recorded since the analog
readout was limited to 100%. The reproducibility of data was ± 5% which represented
experimental scatter.

4.4.2

Verification of the New Equation with Different Spectrophotom~ter/Cuvette
System(s)
Some of the experiments of section 4.4.1 were repeated with the following three

different spectrophotometer/cuvette system(s):
(a)

a Lamda-4B spectrophotometer [Perkin-Elmer, Norwalk, Connecticut] using a
square quartz cuvette;
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(b)

a Spectronic 1001 Plus spectrophotometer [Milton Roy, Rochester, New York]
using a square quartz cuvette; and

(c)

a Spectronic-21 spectrophotometer [Bausch and Lomb, Rochester, New York]
using a cylindrical soft glass cuvette.

4.4.3

Batch Experiments

The medium was sterilized in three parts: (a) yeast extract and nutrient solution;
(b) glucose solution; and (c) distilled water. These solutions were then added aseptically
to the sterilized fermenter vessels [Erlenmeyer 1 L flasks], in required proportions along
with appropriate amounts of inoculum, in order to get the desired initial glucose
concentration. Filtered air was suppli2ed at the rate of 0.12 to 0.2 LIL/min through an
electronic gas flow meter [model no. 100 Flo-Sen] [McMillan Company, Texas]. It is
relevant to point out that in this work [unlike most previous studies; see section 2.2.1]
no ethanol was added externally at any stage of the experiments.

The experiments were conducted with various initial glucose concentrations
starting from 20 gIL to 280 gIL. Some of the experiments were repeated with different
initial biomass and ethanol concentrations, X(O) and P(O) [higher X(O) proportionately
increases the corresponding P(O)]. In all batch experiments samples [about 10 roL] were
collected from the fermenters at regular intervals for off-line analysis of the fermentation
broth [see section 4.5].
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4.4.4

Continuous Experiments

The concentration of glucose in the feed solution was 150 gIL in all continuous
experiments unless otherwise specified [during the study of kinetics the feed glucose
concentration was varied from 100 to 200 gIL]. The medium was sterilized in three
parts: (a) yeast extract and nutrient solution; (b) glucose solution; and (c) distilled water.
These solutions were then mixed aseptically in a sterilized 20 L feed bottle [a PYrex
Carboy] along with the required amount of sterilized distilled water in order to get the
desired glucose concentration in the feed solution.

About 100 mL of inoculum, 175 mL each of sterilized glucose and nutrient
solutions were added aseptically to the sterilized fermenter before starting a continuous
run. The feed bottle, the fermenter, and the pumps were connected aseptically using
sterilized C-flex tubing. Filtered air was supplied at the rate of 0.12 to 0.2 L/L/min
through an electronic gas flow meter [McMillan, Texas]. After waiting for about 5 to
6 hours, the continuous runs were started at a predetermined dilution rate. On-line
monitoring using the Opto-22 board and the ffiM PC, with software written in Turbo
Pascal, was generally initiated a couple of hours before this stage. After reaching steady
state, open loop or closed loop algorithms were initiated. Steady state was assumed
when the biomass concentration remained constant [within ±2%] for more than 5 hours.
Samples for off-line analysis [see section 4.5] were collected from the fermenter at
appropriate time intervals throughout the continuous runs.
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A sampling time of 0.5 min and a control interval of 5 min were used in all the
experiments. At every sampling instant on-line infonnation [about input variables] was
obtained from the following instruments [measured variables in Fig 3.5]:

1.

spectrophotometer;

2.

infrared gas analyzer;

3.

outlet gas flow meter;

4.

inlet gas flow meter; and

5.

the pressure transducer.

At every sampling instant an average value of 50 measurements was returned by
the Opto board, for each input variable. [This approach is similar to the one used in the
literature. Yi et aI., 1989 have used 1000 measurements to get a smooth signal from a
spectrophotometer].

Similarly, based on the above input information and the "given criteria", the
output signals to the following instruments (manipulated variables) were updated, at each
controlled interval:

1.

the feed pump; and

2.

the product pump.
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The feed flow rate was manipulated:
(a)

to maintain a desired dilution rate in an open-loop situation; or

(b)

for optimizing the productivity of the bioreactor in a closed-loop adaptive
optimization application; or

(c)

for tracking the set-point of biomass concentration in a set-point tracking
application.

And, the product flow rate was manipulated in order to maintain a constant
volume in the fermenter.

4.4.4.1

Micro-aerobic Conditions

It is relevant to point out that in this work both batch and continuous
experiments were performed under micro-aerobic conditions. These low levels of
dissolved oxygen [roughly estimated as 0.1 to 0.2% of air saturation [Hoppe and
Hansford, 1982]] in the fermenter could not be detected due to lack of suitable
instrumentation. It has been found that trace amounts of oxygen: (a) stimulates yeast
fermentation [Maiorella, 1985]; (b) improves ethanol tolerance of the yeast [Hoppe and
Hansford, 1982]; and (c) is required for yeast growth as a building block for the
biosynthesis of polyunsaturated fats and lipids required in mitochondria and plasma
membrane which are expected to influence the ethanol tolerance of yeast [Thomas and
Rose, 1979; Maiorella, 1985].
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4.5

Analytical Methods: Off-line Analysis of Fermentation Broth Samples
The following five variables were measured for most of the samples in both

batch and continuous experiments: (a) biomass concentration; (b) glucose concentration;
(c) ethanol concentration; (d) cell viability; and (e) pH. After collecting a sample from
the fermenter, a part of the sample was filtered immediately and stored in a deep freezer
for later ethanol and glucose analysis.

(a) Biomass concentration was measured using a Spectronic 1001 plus
spectrophotometer [Milton-Roy, Rochester, New York] at 600 nm wavelength. The
samples were diluted appropriately [to fall in the linear region] prior to the analysis.
Absorbance vs dry weight (OW) indicated the calibration curve was linear up to an
optical density of 0.2 with a slope of 0.26 gDWIL. During calibration, the dry weight
of the cells was determined by drying. Four duplicate samples of 10 mL were
centrifuged three times in an International Equipment Company [Needham Heights,
Masachusetts] centrifuge at 4000 rpm for 20 minutes, with the decanted liquid being
replaced by distilled water each time. The centrifuged samples were dried in aluminum
dishes in a Blue M Stabiltherm oven [Blue Island, Illinois] at 65°C.

(b) The glucose (substrate) concentration was measured using a YSI 23A glucose
analyzer [Yellow Springs Instrument Company Limited, Yellow Springs, Ohio]. High
glucose concentrations [more than 5 gIL] were diluted prior to the analysis so that the
concentrations were between 1 to 3 gIL. In most cases duplicate analysis were
conducted.
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(c)

The ethanol concentration was measured using a Hewlett-Packard 5890A

[Palo Alto, California] GC capillary chromatography [polymethyl (50/0 phenyl) siloxane
capillary column, with a flame ionization detector (FID)]. The conditions of the GC
were: oven temp.. 55°C: injection temp., 170°C: detector temp.. 200°C: and column inlet
pressure, 150 kPa. Helium was used as a carrier gas, and nitrogen as a make-up gas. A
calibration curve was prepared using: (a) iso-propanol as internal standard with a
concentration of 50 g/L: and (b) ten ethanol solutions of known concentrations ranging
from 10 to 100 g/L. For continuous experiments, butanol was used as the internal
standard which gave a superior resolution. 100

~L

of sample and 100

~L

of internal

standard solution were mixed prior to the GC analysis. About five to seven 1

~L

samples were injected into the GC with a two minute interval. The average value was
used to estimate the ethanol concentration using the calibration curve.

(d) Cell viability was estimated using 0.1 % methylene blue solution (Lee et aI.,
1981). One drop of sample and 3 drops of methylene blue solution were mixed on a
clean microscope slide. After waiting for 10 minutes. more than 400 cells were counted
using a photo-zoom inverted microscope model 9216 [Bausch and Lomb, Rochester,
New York] for both total number of cells and those stained blue [which are non viable].
Percentage of viability was estimated from this cell count.

(e) pH of the sample was measured using a Chemcadet series 5986 pH meter
[Cole-Parmer, Chicago. illinois].
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4.6

Computer Programs

4.6.1

State Estimation and Adaptive Optimization Using the SE Algorithm [for
both Simulation Studies and Continuous Experiments]

Two computer programs were developed, based on the SE algorithm presented
in section 3.3.1: (a) in FORTRAN, for simulation studies; and (b) in Turbo Pascal for
continuous experiments [see Appendix-C]. The Fortran program was run on a MICROVAX 3100 main-frame computer during simulation studies, whereas the Turbo Pascal
program was run on a personal computer, mM PC 486/33, during experimental studies
[adaptive optimization studies of a continuous ethanol bioreactor].

Filtering of Noise from Biomass and CER Measurements in Continuous
Experiments

A simple algorithm was developed using a moving average filter [past 10
samples] in combination with a noise-spike filter [Seborg et al., 1989] to eliminate the
noise from the input signal of the spectrophotometer. Similarly another moving average
filter [past 10 samples] was used to eliminate the noise in CER measurements.

4.6.2 State Estimation Using EKF algorithm [for Simulation Studies]
The computer program for simulation studies was developed in Fortran, based
on the EKF algorithm given in Appendix-A [for program see Appendix-C]. This
program was also run on a MICRO-VAX 3100 main-frame computer.
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Four Different Methods
Equations 3.32, 3.35, and 3.36 have been combined in four different ways. In
Methods I and IT, Equations 3.32 and 3.35 were used respectively. In Methods ill and
IV, Equations 3.32 and 3.36; and 3.35 and 3.36 were used together, respectively. The
improvement in convergence of the EKF algorithm has been tested with these four
methods.

4.7

Use of Various Subroutines from Commercial Software

4.7.1

Best Fitting of Various Model Parameters to Experimental Data

The best-fit parameters in the proposed models were evaluated from experimental
data using a Fortran subroutine based on Levenberg-Marquardt least squares algorithm
(UNLSF) which is commercially available from IMSL [Houston, Texas; see AppendixC].

4.7.2 Simulation Studies
The following Fortran subroutines [marketed by IMSL, Houston, Texas] were
used during simulation studies:

(a)

The set of ordinary differential equations representing the "actual" bioreactor
system was solved using the Adams-Moulton numerical method (IVPAG);

(b)

Gausian white noise was generated [to be superimposed as measurement and
process noise] using random number generators based on an inverse COF
method (RNNOR, SSCAL, SASOO);
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(c)

During closed-loop adaptive optimization studies, steady-state gain was estimated
by solving process model equations [see section 3.3.1] using a Runge-Kutta fifth
order method (IVPRK);

(d)

During implementation of EKF algorithm the following subroutines were used:
i)

the inverse of a matrix was computed using LINRG;

ii)

two matrices were multiplied using MRRRR;

iii)

Jacobian matrix was evaluated using FDJAC.
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1

A Novel Spectrophotometric Method Based on the New Equation for
MeasurementIMonitoring of a Wide Range of Yeast Cell [Biomass]
Concentrations
During the initial stages of this research program it was decided to make an

attempt to develop a new method for on-line monitoring of a wide range of biomass
concentrations, since the proposed experimental work involved operation and control of
an ethanol fermenter at high yeast cell concentrations. Extensive experiments were
carried out using a Spectronic 21 spectrophotometer. Active dry yeast and distilled water
were used to prepare standard solutions of known biomass concentrations. A novel
spectrophotometric method was developed for measurement of "high" biomass
concentrations, based on Equation 3.2. Some interesting results are presented and
discussed briefly in the following sections. Implementation of this new concept, for online monitoring and process control applications is presented in section 5.1.4.

5.1.1

Absorption Spectra and Selection of Wavelength
Experiments were conducted with a Lamda-4B spectrophotometer to choose a

suitable wavelength between 190 and 900 nm. A solution with a biomass concentration
of 2.0 gDW/L was considered as reference in this investigation. The biomass
concentration range studied was from 2 to 15 gDW/L with eight different solutions. The
absorption spectra of these solutions are shown in Figure 5.1.
98
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Figure 5.1:

Typical absorption spectra of active dry yeast at different concentrations
[2 gDWIL solution as reference].
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From the spectra it can be observed that in the range of 550 to 750 nm
wavelength, the %transmittance is not very sensitive to wavelength. As a result, a
wavelength of 700 nm was chosen for further investigation in order to minimize the
effects of stray and polychromatic radiation on the measurements. Some of the
experiments were also repeated at 600 nm.

5.1.2 Modified Flowcells and Limited Increase in Measurable Concentration
Range With Beer-Lambert's Law
Experiments were carried out to investigate the increase in measurable
concentration range with modified flowcells (see Figure 4.3) and to observe the
deviations from Beer-Lambert's law. About 15 standard solutions were prepared in the
concentration range of 0.1 to 10.0 gDW/L. Distilled water was used as the blank
solution. Concentration versus %transmittance data were collected with all three flow
cells at 700 nm wavelength. The experimental results are plotted in Figure 5.2. It can
be observed that the increase in the concentration range by reduction in pathlength of
incident light is limited to a maximum cell concentration of about 2 to 3 gDW/L. At
higher concentrations the sensitivity decreases considerably due to significant negative
deviations. In other words the decrease in %transmittance becomes insensitive with
increase in biomass concentration resulting in an ill-posed relationship [i.e. for a large
change in concentration, the corresponding change in %transmittance is small]. In
addition, in a practical on-line application the sensitivity could become worse due to
measurement noise. As a result, the range of measurable concentration is still far below
the concentrations often encountered in microbial processes.
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Figure 5.2:

Limited increase in measurable concentration range using Beer-Lambert's
law [with flow cells 1, 2, and 3]: Typical negative deviations and
saturation of the signal at "high" concentrations.
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5.1.3 The New Equation and Measurement of a Wide Range of Biomass
Concentrations (0.5 to 50 gDWIL)
Extensive experiments were conducted with all three flowcells (see Figure 4.3)
using the Spectronic 21 spectrophotometer. The range of biomass concentration studied
covered from 0.5 gDWIL to 50 gDW/L using about 20 different solutions. The
experimental results are shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. Some typical experimental data,
for flowcell 2 with 2 gDWIL solution as reference, are also given in Table 5.1.

TABLE 5.1
Typical Transmittance Behaviour at ffigh Yaest Cell Concentrations
[with 2 gDWIL solution as reference at 700 nrn wavelength (using flowcell 2)]

Yeast Cell
Concentration
(g DWIL)

% Transmittance

229.0
198.0
151.0
132.0
100.0
76.0
57.0
48.0
33.5
27.0
19.0
11.0

1.0
1.2
1.5
1.667
2.0
2.4

3.0
3.3
4.4
5.0
6.6
9.67
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Figure 5.3:

c/co

6

Experimental verification of the new equation with active dry yeast
[using flowcell 1 of pathlength 11.6 mm]
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Figure 5.4:

Experimental verification of Equation 3.2 with active dry yeast [using
flowcells 2 and 3 (of pathlengths 3.4 and 1.8 rom respectively)]
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Figure 5.3 gives clear evidence for the log-log relationship between C and %T
and Figure 5.4 confirms the linearities over a wider concentration range with other
cylindrical cuvettes of smaller pathlength. From these results it can be observed that the
proposed equation is valid at all concentrations. Some of the experiments with flowcell
1 were repeated at 600 nm and the data are plotted in Figure 5.5 (along with data at 700
nm wavelength). From these results it can be observed that the validity of Equation 3.2
and the numerical value of the constant K are not sensitive to the wavelength chosen
from the absorption spectra.
Log-log correlations are often criticized in the scientific literature as being simply
data straighteners. It is a fact that even 30 to 40% deviations get visually compressed
in log-log plots which makes poor correlations appear accurate. In order to address such
justified concerns, typical experimental results, C versus %T (rather than 10g(C/Co)
versus 10g(Tffo» are listed in Table 5.2 along with %Transmittance estimated using
(best fit) Equation 3.2. From these results it can be observed that the majority of the
deviations are well within acceptable experimental errors (within ± 5% error) over the
whole concentration range.
Although errors get compressed as the number of cycles increase. in a log-log
plot, in the present experiments it was observed that accurate results could be obtained
if the % transmittance were limited from 5 to 200% corresponding to a concentration
range of up to 5 times the concentration of the reference solution. Below 5%
transmittance, the noise to signal ratio became so large that it rendered accurate
measurement impossible. The 200% transmittance was the instrument constraint
corresponding to a 2 Volt DC signal from the detector assembly of the Spectronic 21.
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Figure 5.5:
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Experimental verification of Equation 3.2 with active dry yeast at two
different wavelengths [using flow cell 1 of pathlength of 11.6 mm].
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TABLE 5.2
Typical Experimental Results Over a Wide Range of Biomass Concentrations

Flowcell Set

C
Co
(gDWIL) (gDWIL)

(%T)exp

(%T)est

%Error

1

I'

0.5

0.7
1.0
1.5
2.5
3.0

60.0
34.5
18.8
7.8
5.8

58.8
33.5
17.7
7.89
5.92

2.0
2.9
1.59
-1.15
-2.07

2

I

2.0

1.2
1.667
3.0
4.4
6.6
9.67

198.0
132.0
57.0
33.5
19.0
11.0

199.5
127.9
57.8
34.4
19.9
11.9

-0.74
3.07
-1.41
-2.82
-4.8
-8.02

II

3.0

1.98
5.0
9.6
14.25
16.2

171.7
51.0
21.0
12.0
10.5

175.4
50.0
20.8
12.2
10.2

-2.13
1.97
1.15
-1.42
2.54

ill

5.0

7.5
12.0
17.25
25.0

58.0
31.0
20.0
11.5

57.8
30.6
18.8
11.4

0.33
1.21
6.25
1.26

I

7.0

4.697
9.296
14.21
23.43
33.18

160.0
70.6
43.4
25.5
17.7

156.8
72.6
45.0
25.6
17.3

1.98
-2.86
-3.68
-0.39
2.32

IT

10.0

5.04
15.07
25.13
41.2

215.0
63.6
35.0
21.0

216.6
63.0
35.4
20.3

-0.74
1.0
-1.05
3.57

3
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5.1.4

On-line Monitoring and Process Control Applications
Measurements of a wide range of biomass concentrations using Equation 3.2

were presented in section 5.1.3. However, those results describe only the off-line
measurements with standard solutions of reconstituted active dry yeast without any of
the components of the medium. In the present section, the results of implementation of
this new concept for on-line monitoring and process control applications, are presented.
A set of continuous experiments were conducted with a complex fermentation broth (i.e
the actual medium), using a pure strain of S.cerevisiae (NRRL Y 132).

5.1.4.1

Off-line Verification of Equation 3.2 With Fermentation Broth:
These experiments were conducted to investigate the possible interference from

components of the medium and ethanol [the main product], on the ability of Equation
3.2 for estimation of biomass concentrations. The pure culture was grown in a shake
flask [similar to batch experiments; see section 4.4.3] with an initial glucose
concentration of 100 gIL for a period of 10 to 12 hours until it entered the stationary
phase. Using this batch fermentation broth, standard solutions were prepared in the
concentration range of 0.5 to 10 gDW/L by adding distilled water. Off-line
measurements were carried out on two spectrophotometers: a Spectronic 1001 plus with
square quartz cuvette [of pathlength 10 mm] and a Spectronic 21 with flowcells 2 and
3 [flow-through cylindrical boro-silicate cuvettes of pathlengths 3.4 and 1.8 mm
respectively; see Figure 4.3]. The validity of Equation 3.2 was found to be independent
of the spectrophotometer/cuvette system being employed. Typical results are plotted in
Figure 5.6.
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Off-line verification of Equation 3.2 with fennentation broth: (1) without
and (2) with excess components of the medium. [The data for active dry
yeast (without any of the components of the medium) from Figure 5.4 are
also plotted for comparison].

These results present clear evidence of the validity of Equation 3.2 for real
fermentation broths [with a defined-medium in the laboratory]. The same study was
repeated with 100% excess components of the medium (excluding glucose). The
corresponding results along with the results for active dry yeast are plotted in Figure 5.6
for comparison. It can be observed that all data points fall on a single straight line
indicating insignificant interference either from components of the medium or from
productslbyproducts of the fermentation.

5.1.4.2

Filtering of Measurement Noise

During continuous experiments the output of the Spectronic 21 was observed to
be quite steady with an occasional jump towards 100% transmittance indicating the
presence of a CO2 bubble in the flow through cuvette. A simple algorithm was
developed using a moving average

fI1te~

[past 10 samples] in combination with a noise-

spike rejection filter to eliminate this noise [see section 4.6.1]. The typical results are
plotted Figure 5.7 with on-line monitoring of biomass concentration. From the results
it can be observed that the performance of the filter is quite satisfactory. The
information from the filtered signal can be utilized for subsequent estimation of biomass
concentration.
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On-line monitoring of yeast cell concentration: Typical experimental data
before and after filtering.
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5.1.4.3

On-Line Monitoring - Different Case Studies
The concentration of glucose in the feed solution was 150 gIL in all case studies

(unless otherwise mentioned). During the flIst continuous run (Case M-l) with an initial
dilution rate of 0.1 h- I , the steady state biomass concentration in the fermenter was
around 12.5 gDW/L as expected. The %transmittance on the Spectronic 21 was then
manually adjusted to 150/0, i.e. setting Co and To at 12.5 gDW/L and 0.15 respectively.
These settings result in a useful span of 10 to 200% transmittance with a measurable
range from 15 to 2.5 gDWIL. Setting Co and To for the new equation is similar to
adjusting transmittance to 100% using a blank solution (i.e. C = 0.0) when using BeerLambert's law. A step change in dilution rate (from 0.1 to 0.35 hOi) was introduced at
time 1 hour and the signal from spectrophotometer was continuously monitored by the
computer. Figure 5.8 shows the %transmittance signal along with the corresponding offline biomass measurements. It can be observed that the %transmittance increases
smoothly from about 15 to 150% as the biomass concentration in the fermenter
decreases from 12.5 to 3 gDW/L.
The

%transmittance and corresponding biomass concentration (off-line

measurements) are plotted in Figure 5.9: (a) to verify the validity of

Eq~ation 3.2

for

on-line estimation; (b) to determine the constant K in Equation 3.2; and (c) to observe
any possible interference from dissolved gases during on-line estimation. The results in
Figure 5.9 confirm the validity of Equation 3.2, but the estimated magnitude of the
constant K (i.e. -1.75) is different from the one estimated in off-line experiments (Figure
5.6 : K

= -1.35).

This indicates that the magnitude of K may be influenced by the

morphology of yeast. During continuous fermentation extensive budding can be expected
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since the cells are actively growing. Whereas the off-line measurements were made
when the cells are in stationary phase. These results were confirmed by several
repetitions of the experiment with both flow through cuvettes.
The experimental results, in Figure 5.8 (in conjunction with 5.9), present the
successful on-line estimation of biomass concentration using Equation 3.2, for a step
increase in dilution rate from 0.1 to 0.35 h- i (Case M-1). Three more open-loop runs
were carried out to verify the feasibility of the new method for on-line monitoring under
a wide range of operating conditions:

CASE M-2: a step decrease in dilution rate from 0.32 to 0.12 h- i with Co and To at
3.0 and 1.5 respectively (using flowcell 2)

CASE M-3: a slow increase in dilution rate from 0.11 to 0.24 h- i and from 0.24 to
0.32 h- i with Co and To at 12.0 and 0.3 (using flowcell 3)

CASE M-4: a slow decrease in dilution rate from 0.32 to 0.11 h- i with Co and To at
4.0 and 2.1 (using flowcell 3)

The setting of spectrophotometer (Co, To) along with the value of the constant K (-1.75
and -1.71 for flowcells 2 and 3 respectively) were used as input data to the computer
which was expected to track the dynamic changes in biomass concentration based on
Equation 3.2. The results from these case studies are plotted in Figures 5.10, 5.11, and
5.12.
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0

During these case studies the biomass, product, medium and substrate
concentrations vary over wide ranges along with corresponding variations in biomass
growth rate, substrate uptake rate, and product formation rate. However it can be
observed that on-line monitoring of biomass concentration agrees quite well with off-line
measurements (within ±5% error) for all the cases studied. The new method can be
considered successful given the difficulties involved in on-line monitoring of biomass
concentrations.

The maximum biomass concentration in a continuous ethanol fermentation
process without cell recycle will be around 15 gDW/L, similar to the range studied in
the above cases. However with cell recycle, the concentrations could be much higher.
To explore such a case one preliminary experiment was carried out with 24 gDW/L
initial biomass concentration (built-up by adding active dry yeast to the fermenter) and
the results for a step increase in dilution rate from 0.08 to 0.4 h- 1 are presented in Figure
5.13. It can be observed that the spectrophotometer setting was reset manually when the
biomass concentration was around 6 gDW/L interrupting the on-line monitoring for 5
minutes [(Co,To) were changed from (24,0.1) to (5.4, 0.4) at time 4.9 h]. Similarly, this
approach can be used to monitor even higher biomass concentrations (say, 50 gDW/L)
by selecting a suitable Co and To. However, it would be ideal if a spectrophotometer
could automatically switch from one reference to the next one depending on the range
of concentration being monitored. This may lead to some new instruments dedicated for
on-line monitoring applications based on Equation 3.2.
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Figure 5.13: Case M-5 [experimental study]: On-line monitoring of a wide range of
biomass concentrations by changing the setting of the spectrophotometer
(at time 4.8 h).

5.1.4.4

Process Control Application
In this continuous experiment, a PI controller for set-point tracking was used.

First a process reaction curve (PRC) was generated by introducing a step-up in dilution
rate from 0.11 h- 1 to 0.22 h- 1 as shown in Figure 5.14. The estimated first order model
parameters were: process gain -35.0 gDW/h-l, time constant 200 minutes and dead time
of 2 minutes. After a couple of trials the PI controller gain was set at 0.4 h- 1/gDW and
the integral time constant was set at 420 minutes [IAE set-point tracking tuning criteria;
Corripio, 1982]. Figure 5.15 demonstrates the results of set-point tracking for three
consecutive step changes in set point at 5 hour intervals: (a) step-down from 10 to 8
gDW/L at time 1 h; (b) step-up from 8 to 12 gDW/L at 6 h; and (c) step-down from 12
to 10 gDW/L at 11 h. The system follows the set-point successfully, however, the
controller became saturated (because of the physical limitations of the pump) at 1 h, 6
h, and 11 h after the onset of the experiment. No efforts were made to fine tune the
controller constants as the purpose here was only to illustrate the application.

These experimental results clearly demonstrate the usefulness of Equation 3.2 for
successful on-line monitoring of a wide range of biomass concentrations using a simple
spectrophotometer. This approach does not interfere either with sterility conditions or
with biological/chemicaVphysical environment of the bioreactor. No wall growth /fouling
by microbes was observed in a number of continuous experiments lasting for a period
of two weeks. In an industrial application the fIowcell can be flushed, if required, with
suitable solvents at regular intervals. In principle, this approach could be used for online monitoring of any optically sensitive material.
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5.1.5 Verification of Equation 3.2 with Different Spectrophotometer/cuvette
System(s)
Some

of the

experiments

of section

5.1.3

[using

a

Spectronic-21

spectrophotometer, with three different flowcells] have been repeated with the following
three different spectrophotometer/ cuvette system(s), ranging from highly sophisticated
to a quite simple system.

(a)

Lamda-4B spectrophotometer with square quartz cuvette (which is a
microprocessor based with a dedicated computer);

(b)

a Spectronic 1001 Plus spectrophotometer with square quartz cuvette (which is
also microprocessor based); and

(c)

a simple Spectronic-21 spectrophotometer with a soft-glass cylindrical cuvette.
[A square quartz cuvette is considered highly superior when compared to a softglass cylindrical cuvette [Ingle and Crouch, 1988; Skoog and Leary, 1992]].

The experimental data are plotted in Figures 5.16, 5.17, and 5.18. The range of
biomass concentration studied covered from 0.5 gDW/L to 10 gDW/L using 0.5 and 2.0
gDW/L solutions as reference. From the results it can be observed that the validity of
Equation 3.2 is independent of the Spectrophotometer or cuvette system being used. The
validity of Equation 3.2 was also verified with three different solutes/absorbing species:
(a)D-glucose; (b) tri-sodium citrate; and (c) ethanol. The results are presented in
Appendix-B.
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(0.57 gDW/L solution as reference)
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Figure 5.16: Verification of the validity of Equation 3.2 using Lambda 4B
spectrophotometer with a square quartz cuvette [of pathlength 10 mm].
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Figure 5.17: Verification of the validity of Equation 3.2 using Spectronic 1001 plus
spectrophotometer with a square quartz cuvette [of pathlength 10 mm].
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Figure 5.18: Verification of the validity of Equation 3.2 using Spectronic 21
spectrophotometer with a soft glass cylindrical cuvette [of pathlength 10
mm].
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Importance of the Dimensionless Constant K

The results with different spectrophotometer/cuvette system(s) are summarized
in Table 5.3 (part-I and part-IT) in order to compare the numerical values of the

dimensionless constant K in Equation 3.2 with the constant K' in Beer-Lambert's law.
The experimental results with 10 mm pathlength cuvettes are given in part-I, whereas
with different pathlengths in part-IT.

TABLE 5.3
Comparison of Constants in
Beer-Lambert's Law and Equation 3.2
With Different Spectrophotometer/Cuvette System(s)
Spectrophotometer/
Cuvette system

pathlength
(mm)

K'
K
(UgDW) (dimensionless)

Part-I
(a)

10.0

-3.5

-1.65

(b)

10.0

-2.96

-1.55

(c)

10.0

-1.88

-1.60

Part-II
(d)

11.6

-2.18

-1.58

(d)

3.4

-0.67

-1.35

(d)

1.8

-0.34

-1.12

(a) Lamda-4B with quartz cuvette; (b) Spectronic 1001 plus with quartz
cuvette; (c) Spectronic 21 with cylindrical soft-glass cuvette; (d)
Spectronic 21 with three modified flow through cylindrical cuvettes of
bora-silicate glass.
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From the experimental results presented in part-I, it can be observed that:

(a)

Beer-Lambert's constant K' varies up to 100% from one system to the other
[between -3.5 L/gDW with the Lambda-4B/ square quartz cuvette system and 1.88 L/gDW with the Spectronic 21/soft-glass cylindrical cuvette system];

whereas
(b)

The dimensionless constant K in Equation 3.2 varies within ±3% (between -1.55
and -1.65), indicating that K is almost independent of spectrophotometer/cuvette
system being used.

Similarly from part-ll results it can be observed that the constant K is only a
weak function of pathlength in contrast to the linear dependence of Beer-Lambert's
constant, K'. The difference in the numerical values of K for flowcell 1, and flowcells
2 and 3 may be attributed to the differences in basic design as shown in Figure 4.3.
[Flowcell 1 is similar to a simple cylindrical cuvette, whereas flowcells 2, and 3 are
double-layered to reduce the pathlength of incident light].

From the expression of Beer-Lambert's law, it can be observed that the
magnitude of K' depends on the units of the concentration [for example the magnitude
of K' could be -3.5 L/gDW or -0.0035 mL/gDW, depending on the units of the
concentration]. In contrast, from the expression of Equation 3.2 it can be observed that
the magnitude of K is independent of the units of the concentration.
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It is interesting to note that these observations are quite consistent with the
"dimensionless" nature of the constant K. Being dimensionless, the constant K may be
expected to be only a function of the nature of the absorbing species and independent
of path length, 1. This apparent exclusive dependence of K on the nature of the
absorbing species will have significance in identifying a given optically sensitive
material with its constant, using superior cuvettes.

Questioning the Validity of Both Beer's La,,' and Lambert's Law at "High"
Concentrations
The dimensionless nature of K and its independence of path length also question
the validity of both Beer's law and Lambert's law at "high" concentrations. The same
conclusion can be drawn from the following logical analysis of Equation 3.2.

(a)

From the presence of log(C) in Equation 3.2, it is obvious that Beer's law is not
valid at high concentrations;

(b)

For a given pair of experimental values of (C,T), the effect of path length should
be reflected in the numerical value of either To or K, if Lambert's law

~s

valid.

Since To can be manipulated (to 100% or any value, which is similar to shifting
the origin in a plane which should not affect the slope of a locus at a given
point), the effect of path length should be reflected in the constant K alone if
Lambert's law is valid. However, experimental evidence indicates that the
constant K is weakly dependent on the path length, questioning the validity of
Lambert's law at "high" concentrations.
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Some Important Aspects

Three important aspects of Equation 3.2 are briefly discussed below:

(a)

It is quite interesting to note that Equation 3.2 could correlate data of absorption
of light by particles (yeast cells) as well as by solutions of glucose, ethanol, and
tri-sodium citrate which are quite different in their physical and chemical
natmes. These consistent experimental results (with different substances,
cuvettes, and spectrophotometers) could not have been due to "fortuitous"
reasons.

(b)

Experimental practice over the years has shown that many substances exhibit
significant deviations at "high" concentrations, limiting the applications of the
Beer-Lambert's law. Equation 3.2 may be valid for some of those substances
(with negative deviations) at "high" concentrations leading to some new
applications both in research and industry.

(c)

Last, and perhaps the most important aspect: The reader is requested to note that
Equation 3.2 is purely a result of experimental observations. It needs to be
considered as independent of theoretical arguments which may either
complement or contradict the well-established Beer-Lambert's law, at "high"
concentrations.
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5.2

Kinetics: Batch and Continuous Experimental Studies • Effects of Product
and Substrate Inhibitions

Extensive batch experiments were carried out on a well-defined medium using
S.cerevisiae with various initial glucose concentrations, starting from 20 to 280 gIL. A
few continuous experiments were also carried out to verify the kinetic information from
batch studies. Some interesting results from batch experiments are presented in sections
from 5.2.1 to 5.2.5; and compared with continuous experiments in section 5.2.6.

5.2.1 Effect of Product Inhibition on Specific Growth Rate

The typical dynamic growth behaviour of yeast [biomass concentration versus
time] in various experiments, with eight different initial substrate concentrations, are
plotted in Figure 5.19. From the results, it can be observed that the initial slope of the
dynamic growth curve [i.e. maximum growth rate, Ilmax] remained more or less constant
for initial substrate concentrations from 20 to 100 gIL, and that substrate inhibition sets
in at about 150 to 200 gIL thereby reducing the maximum growth rate.

The specific growth rate, Jl was calculated as a function of the ethanol
concentration, P [with S below 100 gIL where the effect of substrate inhibition was not
observed] using information from off-line analysis of fermentation broth samples, from
various experiments. The effect of product inhibition on specific growth rate is shown
in Figure 5.20. The trend of product inhibition is quite similar to those reponed by Hill
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Figure 5.19: Typical dynamic growth behaviour of yeast in various experiments with
different initial glucose concentrations.
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Figure 5.20: Effect of product inhibition on specific growth rate.
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and Robinson [1990]. The experimental data was best-fit to the product inhibition model
proposed by Levenspiel [Equation 2.8] and the following parameters were obtained:

P max

5.2.2

=107.0 gIL;

and

ex

=1.96

(5.1)

Effect of Product Inhibition on Biomass Yield

Overall biomass and product yields (Yxis' YPIS) are plotted in Figures 5.21 and
5.22 as functions of initial substrate concentration, 5(0). Typical experimental results
were also presented in Tables 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6.

TABLE 5.4
Net Increase in Biomass Concentration, X(oo)-X(O), and
Overall Biomass Yield, Yxis in Various Experiments
with Different Initial Glucose Concentrations

S(O)

X(oo)-X(O)

(gIL)

(gDWIL)

20
100
150
200
250
280

2.82
11.27
14.02
16.5
15.0
15.0
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Yxls
0.141
0.113
0.093
0.082
0.060
0.054

TABLE 5.5
Net Increase in Biomass Concentration, X(00)-X(O), and
Overall Biomass Yield, Yxis : Effect of Initial Ethanol Concentration
[to illustrate the effect of product inhibition on biomass yield]
S(O)

P(O)

X(oo)-X(O)
(gDWIL)

(gIL)

(gIL)

100

4.3

10.22

0.102

100

6.5

9.23

0.092

100

20.0

7.18

0.072

Yxls

TABLE 5.6
Net Increase in Product Concentration, P(oo)-P(O), and
Overall Product Yield, Ypis : Effect of Initial Glucose Concentration
[to illustrate the effect of substrate inhibition on product yield]
S(O)
(gIL)

20

P(oo)-P(O)

-

Ypis

(gIL)

8.82

0.44

60

27.3

0.455

100

44.0

0.44

150

65.0

0.433

200

72.0

0.36

250

75.0

0.30
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Figure 5.21: Overall biomass yield as a function of initial glucose concentration [in
experiments with low initial ethanol concentrations [P(O) < 2.0 gIL]]. The
predicted overall biomass yield using Equation 3.22 is also plotted for
comparison.
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Figure 5.22: Overall product yield as a function of initial glucose concentration.
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From the results presented in Figures 5.21 and 5.22; and Tables 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6
the following general observations can be made:

(a)

From Figure 5.21 and Table 5.4, it can be observed that Y xis decreases
continuously with increase in initial substrate concentration.

(b)

The experimental results presented in Table 5.5 indicate that

Yxis

decreases

significantly with increase in initial ethanol concentration [for a given 8(0)].

(c)

From Figure 5.22 and Table 5.6 it can be observed that Yp/s remains more or less
constant for 8(0) below 150 gIL, and there after falls off from 0.45 to 0.3 as 8(0)
increases from 150 to 280 gIL.

These overall yields, which are a cumulative result of dynamic behaviour, can
only explain the process partially. Whereas, the instantaneous yields

(Yxls

,Yp/s) can fully

describe the dynamics of a bioreactor in both batch and continuous situations.

Instantaneous biomass yield, Y xis was estimated as a function of ethanol
concentration, P (with 8 < 100 gIL) using information from off-line analysis of
fermentation broth samples. The effect of product inhibition on Y xis is shown in Figure
5.23.
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Figure 5.23: Effect of product inhibition on instantaneous biomass yield.
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Comparing the experimental results in Figures 5.20 and 5.23, it can be observed
that:
(a)

there is a definite relationship between instantaneous biomass yield (Y xiS) and
product inhibition; and

(b)

Yxis approaches a minimum value rather than 'zero' as P approaches PmaX"

Observation (a) is consistent with the theory proposed in Section 3.2.2.
Observation (b) is consistent with the notion that the respiratory coefficient increases at
low substrate concentrations resulting in an increase of biomass yield. However, this
compensates the decrease in ymaxxis due to inhibition, only to a limited extent.
The proposed model for biomass yield [Equation 3.16] was best fit for the
experimental data using the kinetic parameters, Pmax and a from Equation 5.1. The bestfit values obtained for ymaxxlS and yminxis were :

ymax115

= 0.156

and

ymin115

= 0.026

(5.2)

Further Verification of the Proposed Model:

Equations 3.20, 3.21, and 3.22 were derived [assuming Yp/s as a constant] using
the proposed dynamic model for biomass yield, to estimate: (a) the net increase in
biomass concentration, [X(oo)-X(O)]; and (b) overall biomass yield, Yxis. The estimations
of these equations are compared with experimental results in the following cases:
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(a)

The predicted [X(oo)-X(O)] and Yxis using Equations 3.21 and 3.22 respectively,
are plotted as a function of S(O) in Figures 5.24 and 5.21 [for experiments with
low initial ethanol concentrations];

(b)

The predicted [X(oo)-X(o)] using Equation 3.20, are presented in Table 5.7 [for
experiments with significant initial ethanol concentrations];

These results confmn the validity of the proposed dynamic model (biomass yield as a
function of product inhibition) in a number of situations.

TABLE 5.7

Net Increase in Biomass Concentration, X(oo)-X(O) :
Comparison of Observed and Predicted Values [Using Equation 3.20]

S(O)

P(O)

P(oo)

(gIL)

(gIL)

(gIL)

50

5.0

26.35

6.12

6.17

0.82

100

4.3

47.12

10.22

10.41

1.9

100

6.5

49.5

9.23

9.99

8.7

100

20.0

64.2

7.18

7.7

7.24

150

7.1

73.3

11.69

12.32

5.39
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Figure 5.24: Net increase in biomass concentration, X~)-X(O), as a function of initial
glucose concentration [with low initial ethanol concentrations [P(O) < 2.0
gIL]]. The predicted net increase in biomass concentration using Equation
3.21 is also plotted for comparison.
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5.2.3

Effect of Substrate Inhibition on Specific Growth Rate and Biomass Yield
Figure 5.19 shows the typical dynamic behaviour of yeast in various experiments.

From these results it can be observed that substrate inhibition sets in around 150 to 200
gIL initial glucose concentration. The maximum specific growth rate has decreased

proportionately with further increase in S(O).

Specific Growth Rate
The specific growth rate, Jlx, was estimated as a function of the glucose
concentration, S (with low ethanol concentrations), using information from off-line
analysis of fermentation broth samples, from various experiments. The effect of substrate
inhibition on specific growth rate is shown in Figure 5.25. The trend of substrate
inhibition appears to be linear even though a considerable scatter in experimental data
can be observed. The proposed model (Equation 3.11) was best-fitted to the
experimental data and the following parameters were obtained:

Smax

=330 giL

and

Smin

= 150 giL

(5.3)

Biomass Yield
The net observed increase in biomass concentration, [X(oo)-X(O)] from various
experiments, is shown as a function of S(O) in Figure 5.24. From this plot it can be
observed that [XC )-X(O)] approaches a maximum instead of
00

exhibiting a monotonic

increasing trend. This has not been previously reported in the literature. From Figure
5.24 it can also be observed that the net increase in biomass concentration is less than
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Figure 5.25: Effect of substrate inhibition on specific growth rate [at low ethanol
concentrations (P < 5.0 gIL)].
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predicted from Equation 3.21 (which takes only product inhibition into account) for
experiments where S(O) > 150 gIL. These observations indicate that substrate inhibition
reduces the biomass yield further, in addition to product inhibition [in experiments when
S(O) is above 150 gIL].
The decrease in Yxis due to substrate inhibition was predicted using the proposed
model [Equation 3.17] with the parameters, Smax and Smin [from Equation 5.3] and ymax xis
from Equation 5.2. The predicted and observed results are plotted in Figure 5.26, which
show a good agreement.
From these results it can be observed that Yxis approaches zero as S approaches
Smax [in contrast to the minimum value observed in the case of product inhibition]. It is

obvious that at such "high" substrate concentrations no biomass yield from the
respiratory pathway sould be expected.

5.2.4 Effect of Substrate Inhibition on Lag Time
From Figure 5.19 it can be observed that significant lag times are observed in
experiments with initial substrate concentrations greater than 100.0 gIL. The increase in
lag time with increasing S(O) is undoubtedly due to substrate inhibition. This indicates
that substrate inhibition is one of the main reasons for the lag phase behaviour observed
in batch experiments [when all other conditions such as pH, temperature, availability of
nutrients, etc. are favourable]. The experimental lag times for various experiments are
plotted in Figure 5.27 and the proposed model [Equation 3.19] is fitted by:

(5.4)
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5.2.5 Effects of Product and Substrate Inhibitions on Cell Viability, and Product
Yield: Some Interesting Observations

Cell Viability:
During batch experiments samples were periodically examined under the
microscope for viability using the methylene blue technique. In all the experiments with
S(O) < 200 gIL , the viability was above 98% throughout the experiments from start to

the finish. In experiments with S(O) > 200 gIL the viability decreased continuously from
95 to 70% as the initial substrate concentration increased to 280 gIL. This loss in
viability was observed only during the lag phase. After the lag phase, the viability
returned to at least 95%. It indicates that substrate inhibition is more toxic [compared
to product inhibition] and deactivates some important enzymes and/or metabolic
pathways which are vital for the survival of the yeast.

Product Yield:

The net increase in product concentration, [P(oo)-P(O)], as a function of initial
substrate concentration, S(O), is plotted in Figure 5.28. From Figure 5.28 it can be
observed that [P(oo)-P(O)] begins to fall off in experiments with S(O) > 150 gIL. This
observation indicates that substrate inhibition decreases the net product yield
significantly, whereas product inhibition has negligible effect. It reflects in the decline
of Yp/s from 0.45 to 0.30 as S(O) increases from 150 to 280 gIL [see Figure 5.22].
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Figure 5.28: Net increase in product concentration, P(oo)-P(O), as a
function of initial glucose concentration: Effect of
substrate inhibition.
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These results indicate that substrate inhibition alters the metabolic pathways
which increase by-product formation resulting in a decrease in Ypis' as well as
[X(oo)-X(O)]. Since most continuous fermentations will have substrate levels well below

150 gIL in the bioreactor, it would not be necessary to model this phenomenon in most
situations. However, for batch growths with high initial sugar levels, this phenomenon
warrants more investigation and that modelling studies should be undertaken.

5.2.6

Experimental Studies On a Continuous Bioreactor - Comparison With Batch
Results
Batch experimental results clearly indicate that it is desirable to avoid substrate

inhibition in continuous bioreactors since it decreases productivity significantly. As a
result, the continuous experiments were designed to study the effect of product inhibition
alone.
The kinetic information regarding specific growth rate, ~, and biomass yield,
Y xis' was collected from steady-state data [i.e. ~=D; and y xls=~/(Sin-Sss)]. The
experimental data was analyzed to correlate: (a) the effect of product inhibition on both
~

and Y xis; and (b) productivity (D*P) as a function of CO2 evolution rate (or IIp -vs-

CER).

Specific Growth Rate
Figure 5.29 shows the effect of ethanol concentration on

~

in continuous

experiments (batch results were also plotted for comparison). It can be observed that~,
in continuous experiments, was "slightly higher" when compared to batch experiments,
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experiments are also plotted for comparison [see Figure 5.20].
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even though the trend is quite similar in both the situations. The experimental data was
best-fitted to the product inhibition model proposed by Levenspiel [Equation 2.8] and
the following parameters were obtained:

P max

= 106.0 gIL;

and

a

= 1.8

(5.5)

Biomass Yield
The effect of product inhibition on biomass yield, Yxis' in both continuous and
batch experiments is shown in Figure 5.30. From the results it can be observed that
there was a significant scatter in experimental data and the biomass yield, Yxis' was
t'consistently higher

ll

in continuous experiments when compared to batch data.

[However, the trend is quite similar in both the situations].

The magnitude of the parameter, ymaxxis [biomass yield in the absence of product
inhibition, i.e. as P

~

0.0], was more or less a constant in batch and continuous

experiments. The proposed model for biomass yield [Equation 3.16] was best-fitted to
the experimental data, considering ymax x/s from equation 5.2; and Pmax' and a from
equation 5.5. The best-fit value for yminx/s was:

y

min

xis

(5.6)

= 0.052

These results indicate that the effect of product inhibition on both
severe in continuous experiments. It may be due to the
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encountered by microorganisms in a continuous bioreactor. As a result, it is preferable
to treat both the parameters, specific growth rate,

Jlx

and biomass yield, Yxis as a time-

varying parameters which can be considered as functions of the environment in the
bioreactor.

CER versus Productivity
Theoretically, every 1 g of glucose is expected to yield 0.51 g of ethanol and
0.49 g of carbon dioxide [i.e. YC02/p = 0.957]. However, in practice, a part of the glucose
will be diverted to various byproduct formation including synthesis of cellular proteins
required for the growth of biomass. This results in a decrease of the product yield by
about 10% i.e. about 0.45 to 0.46 g of ethanol can be expected for every 1 g of glucose
being converted. [YC02/p

~

1.086, assuming formation of CO2 during byproduct

formation].
In addition, more carbon dioxide can be expected from other unaccounted carbon
sources [such as yeast extract in the present case; see Table 4.1] present in the medium.
Yeast extract, formed by autolysing yeast, is expected to contain around 14%
carbohydrate along with a plentiful supply of amino acids, which could be a major
source for synthesis of cellular material for the growth of biomass [Rhone, 1973;
Andrews, 1989; Warren, 1992].
The rate of carbon dioxide evolution was accounted from the following two
sources in formulating the process model equations [Equation 3.26]: (a) due to product
formation; and (b) due to maintenance of the microorganisms [the magnitude of YC02/p
is expected to account for byproduct formation]. The experimental results: carbon
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dioxide evolution rate versus steady state productivity [i.e rate of ethanol production];
are plotted in Figure 5.31. The experimental data was best-fit [by assuming Y

C0 2!p

as

1.086] to obtain the magnitude of the parameter M [i.e. CER due to maintenance]:

M

=0.09 g of COigDW of biomass/h

(5.7)

Figure 5.32 shows CER versus productivity (DP) results (after adjusting CER for
maintenance), indicating a consistent relationship between CER and Jl p• These results
confirm the possibility of estimation of product concentration, using information from
CER and biomass measurements.
In summary, the batch and continuous experiments indicate that both specific
growth rate,

Jlx

and biomass yield, Yxis are critical time-varying parameters, in a

continuous ethanol bioreactor. These parameters are to be considered as functions of the
environment in the bioreactor and estimated on-line.
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CER versus Productivity
(Before Adjusting CER for Maintenance)
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Figure 5.31: Carbon dioxide evolution rate [CER] as a function of ethanol productivity
in continuous experiments [steady-state information]. The expected CER
[with YC02Jp = 0.96 and 1.09] is also plotted for comparison.
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CER versus Productivity
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Figure 5.32: Carbon dioxide evolution rate [CER] as a function of ethanol productivity
in continuous experiments [steady-state information]. The experimental
data for CER was adjusted for maintenance.
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5.3

Simulation Studies
Extensive simulation studies were carried out using: (a) the proposed SE

algorithm [see section 3.3.1]; and (b) the EKF algorithm [see section 3.3.2]. Both these
algorithms were tested for unmeasurable state and critical time-varying parameter
estimation; and for subsequent adaptive optimization based on state estimation.
However, the results of the SE algorithm are discussed in detail in the following
sections, since it was implemented in experimental studies of adaptive control and
dynamic optimization. Some important simulation results of the EKF algorithm are
presented briefly in section 5.3.3.

5.3.1 "Actual" Bioreactor System:
The process model equations given in section 3.3.1.1 are considered to represent
the four important state variables: (i) biomass concentration, X, (ii) ethanol
concentration, P (iii) glucose concentration, S, and (iv) carbon dioxide evolution rate,
CER; in an "actual" bioreactor system. Similarly, Equations 2.8 and 3.16 have been
considered to represent the two critical time-varying parameters: (a) specific growth rate,

f.Lx; and (b) biomass yield, YxiS. These equations are solved using the Adams-Moulton
predictor-corrector method to simulate the dynamic response of the bioreactor system.
In addition, a Gaussian white noise sequence with zero mean was generated and
superimposed on corresponding state variables, to represent the measurement and
process noise of the "actual" bioreactor. A standard deviation of 3 and 5% (maximum
error, 30') was considered for measured variables: X and q, respectively [CER
measurements were observed to be more noisy when compared to biomass
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measurements; see Figures 5.7 and 5.51]. Similarly a standard deviation of 2% was
considered for unmeasured state variables [because of the nature of the CSTBR, with
a relatively large time constant, the process noise is expected to be less than
measurement noise]. The performance of the state estimation algorithms was verified in
tracking the dynamic response of the system during various simulation case studies.

5.3.2 State and Parameter Estimation and Adaptive Optimization Using the SE
Algorithm: Six Case Studies
The following six case studies were considered for state estimation and adaptive
optimization, to verify the performance of the SE algorithm.
Case S-l:

Inverse Response: Tracking of state variables and time-varying
parameters;

Case S-2:

Selection of optimization gain from the closed-loop response of the
system [starting from a dilution rate of 0.1 h- 1 (i.e. lower than the
optimum)];

Case S-3:

Closed-loop adaptive optimization [starting from a dilution rate of 0.35
h- 1 (i.e. higher than the optimum)];

Case S-4:

Adaptation to ever changing environment: Decrease in

product

inhibition;
Case S-5:

Adaptation to ever changing environment: Increase in specific growth
rate;

Case S-6:

Closed-loop adaptive optimization [starting from a dilution rate of 0.1
h- 1].
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Case S-1 investigates tracking of an inverse response in an open-loop situation;
whereas Case S-2 to Case S-6 are typical case studies related to closed-loop adaptive
optimization in different situations. Some important results from these case studies are
presented in the following sections.

5.3.2.1

Case S-I: "Tracking of an Inverse Response" - Open-loop State and
Parameter Estimation
In general tracking an inverse response is considered a very difficult task since

there will be at least two opposing factors affecting the state variables simultaneously.
Estimation of the balance between these opposing forces at every sampling instant will
be critical for success in state estimation. To study such a situation both a step-increase
in dilution rate [D is changed from 0.2 to 0.25 h- 1) and a progressive decrease in the
effect of product inhibition [the parameter "a" in Equations 2.8 and 3.16 was decreased
from 1.98 to 1.5 over a period of 20 hours] were simultaneously introduced. The
decrease in product inhibition reflects a slow adaptation of microorganisms to the
environment in the bioreactor.
Increasing the dilution rate will result in a decrease in biomass and product
concentrations [with a corresponding change in other variables], whereas decreasing a
will favour an increase in biomass and product concentrations, resulting in an "inverse
response". Both specific growth rate, !-Lx, and instantaneous biomass yield, Yxis' were
considered as general functions of the environment and were estimated on-line, along
with other state variables [X, q, S, and Pl. Typical results from this case study are
presented in Figures 5.33 to 5.35 [scales are similar to Figures 5.44 to 5.46, in order to
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Figure 5.33: Case 5-1: Tracking of an inverse response using 5E algorithm: (a)
Estimation of biomass concentration; and (b) Estimation of CO2 evolution
rate.
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Figure 5.34: Case S-I: Tracking of an inverse response using SE algorithm: (a)
Estimation of substrate concentration; and (b) Estimation of product
concentration.
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compare the performance of the SE Algorithm with the EKF algorithm]. The steadystate values were: D=f..Lx=0.2 h- 1; X(0)=6.6 gDW/L; S(0)=23.2 gIL; P(0)=34.55; and
Yx/s(O) = 0.086. Tracking of the concentrations of the biomass and CER are shown in

Figure 5.33, whereas substrate, S, and ethanol, P are shown in Figure 5.34. Similarly
Figure 5.35 demonstrates the estimation of the two-time-varying parameters, f..Lx and Y xis'
As expected the system exhibits a typical inverse response (see Figures 5.33 and 5.34).
From Figures 5.33 and 5.34 it can be observed that:

(a)

The SE Algorithm exhibits, in general, a good performance in estimation of
biomass concentration, X, CER, and product concentration, P. And it gives a
"slightly biased" transient estimate for substrate concentration, S [it converges
after 20 hours].

Similarly, from the results in Figure 5.35 it can be observed that:

(a)

there is considerable scatter [about ±5%] in estimation of specific growth rate.
However, the estimations oscillate around the "actual" value, which can be
considered as a good sign;

(b)

the SE Algorithm is quite successful in estimation of the time-varying parameter
Y xls '

In general the overall performance of the SE algorithm can be considered very

successful [theoretically] in estimating important unmeasurable states and critical timevarying parameters.
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5.3.2.2

Case S-2: Selection of Optimization Gain from the Closed-loop
Response of the System
Before simulating the closed-loop response of the system the steady state

productivity of a continuous ethanol bioreactor was estimated at various dilution rates.
The set of differential equations given in section 3.3.1.1, representing the dynamic
response of the important state variables, were solved using Adam predictor-corrector
method. Dilution rate versus productivity is plotted in Figure 5.36. The results indicate
that the optimum productivity is around 8.0 gIL/h with a corresponding dilution rate
between 0.20 and 0.24 [based on best-fit kinetic parameters from continuous
experiments].
To investigate the effect of the magnitude of optimization gain, ~, on closed-loop
response of the system, three different gains [0.001; 0.0001; and 0.00001] were
considered. The system was assumed to be at steady-state with a dilution rate of 0.1 h- l
and productivity of 5.9 gIL/h before initiating the closed-loop algorithm. From the
results presented in Figure 5.37 it can be observed that:

(a)

The system exhibits the most sluggish response with the gain of 0.00001 which
can be considered as "too low".

(b)

The gain of 0.001 gives rise to an "overshoot" (around 1 hour) which can be
considered as undesirable. Similarly, some rapid fluctuations [called "chattering"]
can be observed in the trajectory of the manipulated variable. As a result, the
gain of 0.001 can be considered as "too high" for the present system.
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Productivity versus Dilution Rate
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(c)

The gain of 0.0001 gives a better response when compared to the other two
earlier gains. From the response it can be observed that the manipulated variable
is being adjusted very smoothly, and the system approaches the optimum in a
period of 25 hours.

Based on these results an optimization gain of 0.0001 was used in all further simulation
studies.

5.3.2.3

Case S-3: Closed-loop Adaptive Optimization [Starting from a
Dilution Rate of 0.35 h-1 (i.e. higher than the optimum)]
The system was assumed to be at steady-state with a dilution rate of 0.35 h- 1 and

a corresponding productivity of 5.67 g/Lfh, before initiating the closed-loop algorithm.
The results from this case study are presented in Figures 5.38, 5.39 and 5.40. The
system reaches the "optimum productivity" of 8.0 g/L/h in a period of 20 hours with a
corresponding dilution rate (DopJ of 0.22 h- 1• These results are similar to the estimated
optimum values in Figure 5.36. From the results it can be observed that the manipulated
variable is being adjusted smoothly.
It is interesting to observe the on-line estimation of specific growth rate, J.lx (the
most important parameter) in a closed-loop situation. The results are plotted in Figure
5.39, along with the dilution rate for comparison. It can be observed that the specific
growth rate approaches the value of the optimum dilution rate in a period of 15 hours
and thereafter remains around the optimum value as the system reaches optimum
productivity.
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Figure 5.40: Case S-3: The magnitude of estimated of steady-state gain as a function
of time.
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These results indicate that the on-line estimation of Jlx is "quite accurate" in a
closed-loop situation. However, a considerable noise (±5%) can be observed in the
estimation of specific growth rate. A simple noise spike filter was employed during
experimental studies, in order to obtain a smooth parameter estimation. [This approach
is similar to the one used by Konstantinov et al. [1992] who have estimated the growth
rate of hybridoma cell using on-line measurements of biomass concentration; see also
section 2.4.4].

The estimations of steady-state gain are shown in Figure 5.40. It can be observed
that the estimated steady-state gain approaches 0.0 from a negative gain of about -35.0
within 10 hours and oscillates around 0.0 as the system approaches steady-state.

5.3.2.4

Case S-4: Adaptation to Ever Changing Environment: Decrease in
Product Inhibition

In a continuous biological process the chemical/biologicaVenvironmental
operating conditions may be ever changing due to day to day changes in the feed
composition or due to continuous adaptation of microorganism [through mutations] to
the environment of the bioreactor. A given adaptive algorithm is expected to monitor
the net effect of these minute, invisible changes on the "optimum", and to track on the
"optimum" accordingly. In order to investigate such a situation the present case study
was considered.
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The system was assumed to be at steady state at a dilution rate of 0.35 h- I before
initiating the closed-loop algorithm (similar to Case 5-3). After nearly attaining the
"initial" optimum a slow decrease in the effect of product inhibition was introduced by
decreasing the parameter a in Equations 2.8 and 3.16, from 1.8 to 1.4 over a period of
twelve hours. The "optimum productivity" was expected to shift from 8.0 to 9.5 g/L/h,
due to the decrease in the effect of product inhibition [see Figure 5.36].

Typical simulation results are plotted in Figure 5.41. The system attains the
"initial" optimal conditions at time 25 hours [(DP)opt= 8.1 gIL/h; and Dopt = 0.22 hOI] as
expected. The progressive decrease in a was introduced around this time as planned,
between 25 and 35 hours [see the trajectory in Figure 5.41]. From the results it can be
observed that the change in operating condition was sensed by the algorithm soon after
the decrease in a was introduced and the dilution rate [manipulated variable] was
increased accordingly. The trajectory of increase in dilution rate more or less follows
the trajectory of decrease in product inhibition, and approaches its "new" optimum value
[i.e.

~

0.26] smoothly [within 4 to 5 hours after the inhibition parameter, a approaches

its final value]. The process attains the "new" optimum in a period of 25 hours (i.e.
between 25 and 50 h). The slight delay in the trajectory of the controlled variable, DP
can be attributed to the time taken for the product concentration to be built-up [which
is a part of the overall dynamics of the process]. As expected the process "optimum"
shifts from 8.1 to 9.4 g/L/h within a time-period of 15 to 20 hours.
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Figure 5.41: Case S-4: Performance of the adaptive optimization algorithm in an ever
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decreasing the magnitude of ex, in Equations 2.8 and 3.16 from 1.8 to 1.4
between 25 and 35 hours].
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5.3.2.5

CASE S-5: Adaptation to Ever Changing Environment: Increase in
Maximum Specific Growth Rate, Jlmax
The present case study is similar to the previous one. It has been considered to

investigate the performance of the adaptive algorithm in an ever changing environment,
by increasing the parameter Jlmax [in Equations 2.8 and 3.16] from 0.48 to 0.60 h- 1 over
a period of 5 hours.
Typical simulation results are given in Figure 5.42. The system attains the
"initial" optimal conditions at time 25 hours [(DP)opt= 8.1 g/L/h; and Dopt = 0.22 h- 1] as
expected. The progressive increase in Jlmax was introduced around this time as planned,
between 25 and 30 hours [see the trajectory in Figure 5.42]. From the results it can be
observed that the change in operating condition was sensed by the algorithm soon after
the increase in lJmax was introduced and the dilution rate (manipulated variable) was
increased accordingly. The trajectory of increase in dilution rate more or less follows
the trajectory of increase in growth rate, and approaches its "new" optimum value [i.e.
~

0.27] smoothly [again within 4 to 5 hours after lJmax approaches its final value]. The

process exhibits a small overshoot (around 32 hours) and thereafter negligible
oscillations before attaining the "new" optimum in a period of 25 hours (i.e. between 25
and 50 h). As expected the process "optimum" shifts from 8.1 to 10.0 g/L/h.

These simulation results indicate that the adaptive algorithm is capable of
tracking an ever changing environment inside the bioreactor while continuously driving
the process to the "optimal" operating conditions in a reasonable time period.
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5.3.2.6

Case S-6: Closed-loop Adaptive Optimization [Starting from a
Dilution Rate of 0.10 h-1 (i.e. lower than the optimum)]

This case study was investigated to verify the performance of the algorithm in
reaching the optimum productivity from a lower dilution rate. The system was assumed
to be at steady-state with a dilution rate of 0.10 h- l with a corresponding productivity
of 5.9 g/L/h, before initiating the closed-loop algorithm. The results from this case study
are presented in Figure 5.43. The system reaches the "optimum productivity" of 8.0
g/L/h in a period of 25 hours starting from a productivity of 5.9 g/L/h. The
corresponding dilution rate, Dopt, is 0.22 h- l

[which is again similar to the value

predicted in simulation studies].

An overshoot can be observed in the trajectory of the controlled/productivity
variable. This indicates that the selected optimization gain is a bit high for these
operating conditions. The same gain can give rise to widely different process responses
at different operating conditions since the system is "highly" non-linear. However, a
single optimization gain of moderate magnitude has to be selected during
implementation of any adaptive algorithm in order to track the "true" optimum in all
situations: increasing or decreasing or a steady value.
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5.3.3 Unmeasurable State and Critical Time-varying Parameter Estimation using
the EKF algorithm: Two Case Studies
As mentioned earlier [see section 4.6.2], the improvement in the convergence of
the EKF algorithm has been tested using four different methods. The following two
important open-loop case studies were considered for estimation of state variables and
time-varying parameters:

Case E-l:

Tracking of an inverse response: Estimation of state variables and timevarying parameters in a continuous bioreactor [with tuning of diagonal
elements in the process noise covariance matrix, R];

Case E-2:

Effect of increase in the process noise on state estimation [without tuning
of diagonal elements in the process noise covariance matrix, R]

The typical results from these two case studies are presented briefly in the following
sections.

5.3.3.1

Case E-l: Tracking of an Inverse Response: Estimation of State
Variables and Time-varying Parameters in a Continuous Bioreactor
[with tuning of diagonal elements in covariance matrix, R]
The present case study is quite similar to the Case S-1 [see section 5.3.2.1]

considered with the SE algorithm. As mentioned earlier, this particular case study can
be considered as important, since tracking an inverse response is a difficult task. To
study such a situation both a step-increase in dilution rate [D from 0.2 to 0.25 h- 1] and
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a progressive decrease in the effect of inhibition were simultaneously introduced [for
details see section 5.3.2.1]. The diagonal elements of the process noise covariance
matrix, R were tuned based on criteria mentioned in section 3.3.2.3.
Typical results are given in Figures 5.44, 5.45, and 5.46. The steady-state values
were: D= 0.2 h- 1, X(0)=6.6, S(0)=23.2, P(O)=34.55 and (Y X/s)(O) = 0.086. Tracking of the
concentrations of biomass, X, and CER are shown in Figure 5.44, whereas substrate,
S, and ethanol, P are shown in Figure 5.45. Similarly, Figure 5.46 demonstrates the
estimation of the two time-varying parameters, Ilx and Yxis. As expected the system
exhibits a typical inverse response (see Figures 5.44 and 5.45) to the step change in
dilution rate and progressive decrease in inhibition. The concentrations of biomass,
product and the CER decrease initially (up to 5 hours) and recover in the later stages.
The concentration of substrate increases initially and then declines. From Figures 5.44
and 5.45 it can be observed that:

(a)

Method IV gives the best performance in tracking the inverse response with a
good estimation of all state variables;

(b)

Estimation of biomass concentration by Method ill is biased due to the
linearization error;

(c)

The performance of Method IT is better than Method I in estimation of state
variables S, P and CER; and

(d)

Method I exhibits the maximum divergence when compared to the other methods
and fails in sensing the inverse response of the system in estimation of B (the
most important variable in the bioreactor).
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Similarly from the results in Figure 5.46 it can be observed that:

(a)

Method IV tracks the time-varying parameters quite closely when compared to
the other methods;

(b)

Method IV is quite successful in estimating the most difficult parameter Yxis (as
it has to be inferred from the difference in the rate of change of both biomass
and CER measurements); and

(c)

Method ITI gives more acceptable results when compared to Methods I and IT.

[Comparing these estimations with the results of SE algorithm presented in
Figures 5.33, 5.34 and 5.35, it can be observed that the overall performance of the SE
Algorithm is "quite comparable" to the performance of the EKF algorithm (using
Method-IV). The original Kalman Filter algorithm, in general, can be considered as a
superior algorithm since it estimates the parameters in the "least squares" sense.
However, the extended Kalman filter algorithm has some implementation problems for
highly complex and non-linear processes (see section 2.4.3)].

Comparison of Contributions from the Process Model Equations and the EKF
Algorithm
The successful estimation of change with time in state variables and time-varying
parameters is the result of contributions from (a) the process model equations (prediction
step), and (b) the EKF algorithm (correction step). The effective contribution of these
two sources is analyzed to compare the performance of all four methods. Typical results
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are given in Figures 5.47 and 5.48 showing the individual contributions of the model
(~-CXk-IIk-I) and the EKF algorithm (Kk[Yk-YkIk-l])in the estimation of one state

variable and one time-varying parameter [see Appendix-A]. Figure 5.47 shows the CER
results whereas Figure 5.48 shows Yxis. From these figures it can be observed that
Method IV exhibits the most desirable performance with the contribution of the model
and the contribution of the EKF algorithm being complementary to each other. Both
contributions track the CER and YxIs in the same direction with the least divergence.
This is in sharp contrast to Method I where the EKF and model contributions move in
opposite directions resulting in the divergence of CER estimation; and the contribution
of the model is zero (based on the nature of Equation 3.32) in estimation of the timevarying parameter, Yxis. These results indicate that the simple average approach and the
new dynamic equations for time-varying parameters (Equations 3.33 and 3.36) improve
the convergence properties of the EKF algorithm.

In addition to the above, extensive simulation runs were carried out to see the
effect of increase/decrease in the superimposed process and measurement noise. The
standard deviation of measurement and process noises (superimposed on estimated
variables) are varied in the range of 1% to 6%, and 0.5% to 3%, respectively. From
these studies it was found that the performance of different methods was not sensitive
to these variations.
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5.3.3.4

Case E-2: Effect of Increase in the Process Noise on State Estimation
[without tuning of diagonal elements in covariance matrix, R]

The problem of off-line determination of process noise is frequently emphasized
in the literature whereas measurement noise is considered known with some certainty
[Dimitratos et aI., 1989, 1991]. As a result, several "noise adaptive" algorithms have
been developed for on-line estimation of the process noise covariance matrix, R, along
with state estimation [Chui and Chen, 1987; Dimitratos et aI., 1991]. In such a situation,
the elements of R are expected to reflect/represent the "true" process noise. [As a result,
the diagonal elements of the process noise covariance matrix, R, were not tuned in the
present case study. The elements in the matrix, Q, are selected to give equal weight to
both the model and measurements, as mentioned in section 3.3.2.3].

In the present case, the state of a continuous bioreactor is estimated for a step
change in dilution rate, D, from 0.2 to 0.21 h- l • Only the specific growth rate, flx, is
considered as a general function of the environment. Two different process noises [0- =
0.833%, and 1.667%; i.e. 30-=2.5 and 5%] are considered which affect all the state
variables uniformly [and the diagonal elements of R represent the true process noise in
this case study]. Typical results for estimation of state variables: X, Sand P, and one
time-varying parameter, flx are shown in Figures 5.49 and 5.50 comparing the
performance of Methods I and IV, with increase in the process noise.
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The performance of the general EKF algorithm (Method I) deteriorates with an
increase in process noise in estimating all of the state variables and parameters, whereas
Method IV exhibits a far superior performance without showing any divergence
tendency. These results show that the new method improves the data reconciliation
ability of the extended Kalman filter along with improvement in convergence properties
even without tuning of the diagonal elements of the process noise covariance matrix, R.
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5.4

Experimental Studies On a Continuous Bioreactor: Open-loop State
Estimation and Closed-loop Adaptive Optimization
A number of experiments were carried out on a continuous ethanol fermenter to

implement and verify the performance of the adaptive optimization algorithm in both
open-loop and closed-loop situations [as mentioned earlier only the SE algorithm was
implemented]. Some interesting results are presented and discussed briefly in the
following sections.

5.4.1

Open-loop Studies and State Estimation
The concentration of glucose in the feed solution was 150 gIL in all case studies

[unless otherwise mentioned]. The biomass concentration is monitored using a
Spectronic 21 spectrophotometer and the carbon dioxide evolution rate (CER) q using
an Infra-Red Gas analyzer and electronic gas flowmeter. Figure 5.7 (see section 5.1.4.2)
shows the filtering of the noise from biomass measurements, using a moving average
filter in combination with a noise-spike rejection filter. Similarly, the filtering of noise
from CER measurements, is discussed in the following section.

5.4.1.1

Filtering of Noise from CER Measurements
CER measurernents are expected to be more noisy (when compared to biomass

measurements) as it is estimated from the signals of two instruments: (a) IR gas
analyzer; and (b) outlet gas flow meter [the noise from gas flow meter was observed to
be oscillatory in nature]. Figure 5.51(a) shows a typical "raw signal" from the CER
measurements. From the signal it can be observed that the noise to signal ratio is
significant [about 20%].
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8

10
rate: Typical

A simple moving average filter [10 samples] was used to eliminate the noise in
CER measurements [see section 4.6.1]. The typical filtered CER signal is plotted in
Figure 5.51 (b). It can be observed that the perfonnance of the moving average filter is
quite satisfactory and the signal is quite smooth. The information from these filtered
signals [both from spectrophotometer and CER measurements] was used for on-line
estimation of unmeasurable states and critical time-varying parameters.

5.4.1.2

Open-loop Studies: Unmeasurable State and Parameter Estimation

A number of case studies were considered to verify the performance of the
algorithm for unmeasurable state and critical time-varying parameter estimation. These
case studies are similar to the one investigated in section 5.1.4, i.e. On-line Monitoring
of Yeast Cell Concentrations and Process Control Applications. [In section 5.1.4, on-line
estimation of biomass concentration, the most important state variable, was considered.
Those results were presented separately as the main emphasis of the experiments was
to verify the implementation aspects of the new concept for on-line monitoring of yeast
cell concentrations].

Figures 5.52, 5.53, and 5.54 show the typical on-line state estimation results for
a step increase in dilution rate [from 0.1 to 0.35 h- 1]. The estimation of biomass,
product, and substrate concentrations are within ±5% of off-line measurements.
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On-line estimation of time-varying parameters: specific growth rate, Jlx and
biomass yield, Yxis' are plotted in Figures 5.55 and 5.56. It can be observed that the
estimation of critical parameters is quite successful. Batch and continuous results are
shown in the same figures for comparison.

From Figure 5.55 it can be observed that the on-line estimation of Jlx, is slightly
higher at "high" ethanol concentrations [i.e P > 60.0 gIL] and lower when ethanol
concentrations are low [when P < 30 gIL]. When ethanol concentration is above 60 gIL,
the corresponding glucose concentration is less than 20 gIL. Since such an environment
is more favourable to biomass growth, on-line estimation of Ilx can be expected to be
higher. Similarly, when ethanol concentration is less than 30 gIL the corresponding
glucose concentration is more than 80 gIL. [Since an environment of high substrate
concentrations is less favourable for biomass growth, on-line estimation of Ilx can be
expected to be lower].

It is interesting to note that the on-line estimation of time-varying parameters
from dynamic information of the bioreactor exhibit a similar product inhibition trend,
to the results from batch and continuous experiments. Results from continuous
experiments are based on steady-state information, whereas batch results indicate an
average value from several dynamic measurements.
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5.4.2

Closed-loop Studies: Implementation of Adaptive Optimization Algorithm

The rate of production of ethanol per unit volume of the reactor (or productivity,
"D*P") is considered as the Index of Performance in the present optimization studies,
using the dilution rate, D, as the manipulated variable.
Before conducting closed-loop optimization experiments, the steady state
productivity of the continuous bioreactor was estimated at various dilution rates using
the kinetic information from continuous experiments. Dilution rate versus productivity
is plotted in Figure 5.57. The results indicate that the optimum dilution rate is between
0.20 and 0.24 h- 1, with an optimum ethanol productivity of 8.1 g/L/h.
The following four case studies were investigated to verify the performance of
the adaptive optimization algorithm in reaching the optimum productivity:

(a)

Case C-l:

Closed-loop Adaptive Optimization (Starting from a dilution rate
of 0.3 h- 1);

(b)

Case C-2:

Adaptation to Ever Changing Environment - Response to a
Change in Feed Composition;

(c)

Case C-3:

Adaptation to Ever Changing Environment - Regaining the
Optimum With the Original Feed Solution;

(d)

Case C-4:

Closed-loop Adaptive Optimization (Starting from a dilution rate
of 0.1 h- 1)
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Figure 5.57: Ethanol productivity of a continuous bioreactor as a function of dilution
rate [simulation results using kinetic information form continuous
experiments]. The profile of decrease in productivity with a nutrient
deficient feed [for case study C-2] is also shown for comparison.
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Case C-1 can be considered as a general case study of adaptive optimization,
since the operating conditions in the bioreactor remain similar to all previous
experiments. Whereas in Case C-2 and Case C-3, the operating conditions were changed
deliberately to verify the performance of the algorithm in tracking the optimum in an
ever changing environment. Case C-4 verifies the performance of the algorithm in
reaching the optimal conditions starting from the other end of the dilution rate. An
optimization gain,

~,

of 0.0001 was employed in all the case studies. Typical results

from these case studies are presented in the following sections.

5.4.2.1

Case C-l: Closed-loop Optimization (Starting from a Dilution Rate
of 0.3 h-1)
The system was brought to steady-state at a dilution rate of 0.3 h- 1 before

initiating the closed-loop algorithm. The experimental results from this case study are
presented in Figures 5.58, 5.59 and 5.60. The system reaches the optimum productivity
of 9.0 g/L/h starting from a productivity of 5.0 g/L/h in a period of 15 to 20 hours. The
optimum productivity is about 10% higher than the estimated value using kinetic
information from continuous experiments [see Figure 5.57]. It can be observed that the
system exhibits a small overshoot around 11 hours, and a slight oscillatory behaviour
as it approaches the optimal conditions. This behaviour can be considered as desirable
since the process reaches steady-state (or optimal conditions) in a reasonable time by
considering the time required to reach steady-state in an open-loop situation. These
results can be compared with the simulation results presented in Figures 5.38. It can be
observed that the process attains the optimal conditions about 25% faster when
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compared to predicted time.
Besides, the corresponding dilution rate (DopJ of 0.24 h- 1 is close to the value
estimated theoretically [see Figure 5.57]. From these results it can be observed that the
manipulated variable is adjusted very smoothly, which can also be considered a desirable
feature. The magnitude of the optimization gain

(~),

0.0001, can be considered a value

for dynamic optimization of ethanol fermentation [with a control interval of 5 min].

On-line estimation of specific growth rate,

~,

during adaptive optimization is

shown along with the dilution rate, D, in Figure 5.59. The estimation of this important
time-varying parameter can be considered quite satisfactory. The specific growth rate,
~,

approaches the dilution rate quite smoothly indicating that indeed the system is

approaching the optimal conditions within a period of 20 hours.

The on-line estimation of steady-state gain is shown in Figure 5.60. The
magnitude of the estimated initial gain [about minus 28.0] is similar to the value
predicted during simulation studies [see Figure 5.40]. From Figure 5.60 it can be
observed that the estimated steady-state gain approaches zero with small

os~illations

as

the system attains the optimal state. A consistent relationship between steady-state gain
estimation and trajectory of the manipulated variable can be observed by comparing
Figures 5.58, and 5.60.
This case study can be considered successful since it shows the ability of the
adaptive optimization algorithm in reaching the optimal conditions within a reasonable
time limit.
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5.4.2.2

Case C-2: Adaptation to Ever Changing Environment: Response to
a Change in Feed Composition

An adaptive optimization algorithm is expected to track the net effect of various
changes (chemical, biological, etc.) in the environment of the bioreactor and move the
system to the new optimal state. The present simple case study was considered to
investigate such a situation.

In one recent study, Wall and Hill [1992] correlated the decrease in maximum
specific growth rate, Jlmax' with the decrease in amount of yeast extract used in preparing
a feed solution. Yeast extract is known to provide the important nutrients required for
the growth of S.Cervisiae. Based on their information, a change in operating conditions
of the bioreactor was imposed by replacing the original feed bottle with a yeast extract
deficient feed bottle. The composition of yeast extract in fermentation medium [see
Table 4.1] was reduced from 10 gIL to 1.0 gIL.

As a result of this imposed step-decrease in feed composition, the concentration
of the nutrients in the CSTBR was expected to decrease smoothly [exponential decay;
as the nutrients in the CSTBR are continuously diluted] creating an ever changing
environment in the bioreactor. The estimated optimum productivity with the nutrient
deficient feed solution is about 2.8 g/L/h.

The experimental results from this case study are presented in Figure 5.61. From
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Figure 5.61: Case C-2 [experimental study]: Perfonnance of the adaptive optimization
algorithm in an ever changing environment [a change in operating
conditions was imposed by changing the "original" feed bottle with a
nutrient deficient feed bottle].

the trajectory of the optimized variable it can be observed that the algorithm senses the
loss of nutrients as soon as the change in operating condition effects the growth rate and
adjusts the manipulated variable accordingly. The trajectory of the optimized variable
[productivity] can be explained as follows:

(a)

The initial plateau for about two hours is due to excess nutrients present in the
CSTBR [The nutrients in the original feed solution were provided for 100%
conversion of substrate. Since only 55% of the substrate were being converted
(at optimum operating conditions), an excess of nutrients can be expected in the
reactor.];

(b)

The steep decrease in the trajectory of the productivity [between 5 and 10 hours]
is due to an exponential decrease in nutrient concentration; and

(c)

The final tangential approach to the new optimum [after 10 hours] is due to
stabilizing of the concentration of nutrients corresponding to the level of
nutrients in the "nutrient deficient" feed bottle.

From Figure 5.61 it can be observed that the optimum productivity smoothly
shifts from 9.0 to 3.0 g/h/L in a period of 20 hours. This time period is comparable to
the overall open-loop dynamic response of the process shown in Figures 5.11 and 5.12.
This case study clearly indicates that the algorithm can track the net effect of changes
in operating conditions of the bioreactor [which affect the productivity] quite accurately,
even though these changes are not accounted directly in formulating the state equations
[see section 3.3.1; the specific growth rate, flx, is considered as a general function of the
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environment and estimated on-line].

5.4.2.3

CASE C-3: Adaptation to Ever Changing Environment - Regaining
the Optimum With the Original Feed Solution

A successful adaptive algorithm is expected to regain the previous optimum
within a reasonable time when the imposed restraint in operating conditions is removed.
In other words, moving to the original optimum after a disturbance has been rectified,
can be considered more crucial test in optimization studies. It reflects the true robustness
of the algorithm. To evaluate such a performance, the original feed bottle was restored
by replacing the nutrient deficient feed bottle. The experimental results from this case
study are presented in Figure 5.62. From the results it can be observed that the
algorithm is quite successful in reaching the original optimum productivity during a
period of 15 hours which is also the time taken for the build-up of nutrients to their
original level in the CSTBR. These results indicate that the algorithm can sense the
change in the environment of the bioreactor almost instantaneously for all practical
purposes, and track the optimum accordingly.
Comparing the trajectory of the optimized variable in Figures 5.61 and 5.62 it
can be observed that there is no initial plateau in the present case study. This indicates
that the decrease in growth rate is entirely due to loss of nutrients and the growth rate
started increasing as soon as the nutrients were provided. The algorithm is capable of
tracking these small differential changes very accurately. In fact, this feature could be
exploited in the implementation of multi-variable adaptive optimization. It can help in
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Figure 5.62: Case C-3 [experimental study]: Perfonnance of the adaptive optimization
algorithm in an ever changing environment: Regaining the optimum with
the original feed solution.

determining the appropriate amount of nutrients required for the optimal growth and can
prevent the wastage of expensive enzymes/nutrients/vitamins added to a bioprocess.

5.4.2.4

CASE C-4: Closed-loop Adaptive Optimization [Starting from a
dilution rate of 0.1 h- 1]

This case study was considered to verify the performance of the algorithlTI in
reaching the optimum from the other end of the dilution rate. The system was brought
to a steady-state with a dilution rate of 0.1 hOt, before initiating the closed-loop
algorithm. The experimental results from this case study are presented in Figure 5.63.
In this case study the system has reached the optimum productivity of 8.9 g/Lih starting
from a productivity of 6.8 g/Lih in a period of 20 hours with a corresponding dilution
rate of 0.24 hole These results [Case studies C-1 and C-2] indicate that the algorithm is
successful in reaching the optimum point from both ends of the operating conditions
[starting either from a lower or from a higher dilution rate].
However, from the trajectory of the controlled variable, it can be observed that
the system exhibits an undesirable overshoot [around 5 hours] and oscillatory behaviour
as the system approaches the new optimum. It is interesting to note that these
experimental results are quite comparable to the simulation study Case S-6 [see Figure
5.43]. From these results, it is quite clear that the magnitude of the optimization gain
(~),

0.0001, is high for this case study. The experimental results, Case C-l and Case C-

4, also indicate that the system is highly non-linear. It exhibits a completely different
behaviour during build-up and wash-out studies. In such a situation, as discussed in
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Figure 5.63: Case C-4 [experimental study]: Closed-loop adaptive optimization
[starting from a dilution rate of 0.1 h- 1].
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section 5.3.2.6, the same gain can give rise to a widely different process responses at
different operating conditions. However, a single optimization gain of moderate
magnitude has to be selected during implementation of any adaptive algorithm in order
to track the "true" optimum in all situations: increasing or decreasing or a steady value.
Besides, this initial undesirable overshoot [for a period of about 10 hours] is not very
crucial, since any given adaptive algorithm is expected to track the optimal operating
conditions, for days and months, during a continuous operation [The true adaptive nature
of the algorithm, and smooth trajectory of both controlled and manipulated variables will
play more important role in selection of a suitable optimization gain].

These four simple case studies clearly demonstrate the successful development
and subsequent implementation of a computer-based adaptive control and optimization
scheme to a continuous bioreactor, using state equations, fulfilling the basic objective
of the present research program.
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6. CONCLUSIONS, ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTION(S) AND SIGNIFICANCE
The basic objectives out-lined in the broad scope of the research program were
fulfilled to a large extent. The research work was fairly successful in all phases of the
program.

6.1

Absorption of Light by Substances at "High" Concentrations: An
Interesting Observation and A New Equation [Iog(T/T 0)

= K log(C/Co)]

This research work has resulted in a discovery of an interesting phenomenon of
absorption of light by yeast cells at high concentrations leading to a new equation, while
developing a spectrophotometric method for measurement of a wide range of yeast cell
concentrations. A consistent theoretical explanation was developed starting from the
fundamental assumptions of Beer-Lambert's law. Continuity between Beer-Lambert's
law and Equation 3.2 was also established. This equation is expected to be valid for
many more optically sensitive materials [with negative deviations] thus having the
potential of becoming a law. The dimensionless constant K was observed to be
independent of spectrophotometer/cuvette system being used.
Equation 3.2 [based on extensive experimental evidence] questions the validity
of the Beer-Lambert's law at high concentrations. The underlying reasoning behind this
new equation may improve our present day understanding about absorption of
electromagnetic radiation by various substances. Besides, it is expected to have a wide
range of applications both in research and industry.
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6.2

On-line Monitoring of a Wide Range of Yeast Cell Concentrations Based on
the New Equation
Based on Equation 3.2 a novel spectrophotometric technique has been developed

and successfully implemented for on-line monitoring of a wide range of yeast cell
concentrations in a continuous bioreactor [which has been considered a difficult if not
an impossible task in the literature due to the lack of reliable instrumentation]. The online estimations were well within ±5% of the traditional off-line measurements. To the
author's knowledge, this is the fIrst successful method for monitoring a wide range of
yeast cell concentrations which could be implemented for process control applications.

This approach does not interfere either with sterility conditions or with
biological/chemical/physical environment of the bioreactor. No wall growth or fouling
by S. cerevisiae was observed in a number of continuous experiments lasting for a
period of up to two weeks. This new method has the potential for a wide range of
applications with/without implementation of any of the process control algorithms. In
principle, this approach can be used for on-line monitoring of any optically sensitive
material [including microorganisms], whether it follows Beer-Lambert's law, Equation
3.2 or neither.

Equation 3.2 may also lead to a new generation of instruments in spectroscopy
[Most of the existing instruments are based on Beer-Lambert's law].
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6.3

Study of Inhibition Kinetics of Ethanol Fermentation - Batch and
Continuous Experiments: Four New Correlations
A set of batch experiments were carried out on a well defined medium using

S.cerevisiae at different initial glucose and ethanol concentrations. The product inhibition
model proposed by Levenspiel was found to accurately describe the decline in specific
growth rate with increase in ethanol concentration.
The instantaneous biomass yield was found to decrease with increase in ethanol
concentration, indicating a consistent relationship between biomass yield and product
inhibition. A suitable model was proposed to describe this decrease in biomass yield
incorporating the kinetic parameters of product inhibition rather than empirical constants.
Substrate inhibition was found to set in around 150 gIL, and the specific growth
rate was found to decline linearly with further increase in substrate concentration. A
consistent relationship was also observed between substrate inhibition and biomass yield.
A simple model was proposed to describe the decline in specific growth rate and
biomass yield due to substrate inhibition.
A maximum was observed when the net increase in biomass concentration was
plotted as a function of initial glucose concentration [instead of a monotonic increasing
trend]. This phenomenon was not reported earlier in the literature. This unusual result
has been explained using the combined effect of product and substrate inhibitions on
biomass yield.
It is observed that substrate inhibition decreases the product yield significantly,

whereas product inhibition has a negligible effect. Experimental results indicate that
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substrate inhibition is more toxic than product inhibition and decreases the cell viability.
It is desirable to avoid substrate inhibition to improve productivity in an industrial
situation.

It is also observed that substrate inhibition is one of the main reasons for lag
phase and the lag time increases with increase in substrate inhibition when other growth
conditions are favourable. A simple dimensionless empirical equation is proposed to
explain the lag time due to substrate inhibition.

The effect of product inhibition [both on specific growth rate and biomass yield]
was observed to be quite similar in both batch and continuous situations. However, the
effect of product inhibition was observed to be less severe in continuous experiments.

These results are expected to have a significant influence in formulating the
optimum fermenter design variables and in developing an effective control strategy for
optimizing the productivity of a continuous ethanol bioreactor.
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6.4

Simulation Studies: Unmeasurable State and Parameter Estimation and
Adaptive Optimization
Using state equations, an algorithm [called the SE algorithm] was formulated for

unmeasurable state and critical time-varying parameter estimation and subsequent
adaptive optimization [i.e. based on state estimation]. The steady-state gain of the
process was estimated by solving state equations using the Runge-Kutta method. Then
manipulated variable was adjusted based on the steepest-descent technique.
A number of simulation case studies were investigated to evaluate the
performance of the SE algorithm. A typical "inverse response" was considered for openloop state estimation. Five closed-loop dynamic optimization case studies were
investigated to verify the true adaptive nature of the algorithm under various operating
conditions.
Based on simulation studies, a numerical technique was developed to improve
the convergence of the Extended Kalman Filter Algorithm. The new dynamic equation
and the simple average approach has improved the approximation involved in
linearization, and provided better estimates of the states and parameters. The basic idea
was to improve the estimates of time-varying parameters [and also indirectly of state
variables] by improving the contribution of the process model equations. The simulation
results clearly illustrate that this simple technique improves the convergence of the EKF
algorithm, and is capable of tracking a complex process either with or without tuning
the diagonal elements of the process noise covariance matrix, R.
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6.5

On-line State and Parameter Estimation, and Adaptive Optimization of a
Continuous Ethanol Bioreactor: Experimental Studies
The SE algorithm was implemented for on-line state estimation and adaptive

optimization of a continuous ethanol bioreactor. Both open-loop and closed-loop
experiments were carried out to verify the performance and robustness of the algorithm.
The true adaptive nature of the algorithm was investigated by imposing a change in
operating conditions of the continuous bioreactor. Experimental results indicate that the
algorithm is successful for:

(a)

on-line estimation of unmeasurable state variables and time-varying parameters;

(b)

reaching the optimum productivity based on the given performance index, within
a reasonable time;

(c)

tracking the optimum in an ever changing environment; and

(d)

regaining the optimum after an imposed disturbance, exhibiting not only a
desirable robustness but also its true adaptive nature.

The experimental results clearly illustrate the successful development and
subsequent implementation of modern computer-based adaptive control and dynamic
optimization strategy to a continuous ethanol bioreactor.
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APPENDIX-A
I: The Extended Kalman Filter Algorithm (Discrete Form)
A: The process model, comprising a set of non-linear differential equations, can be

represented by the following vector difference equation:
(A-I)

where

n

is the state vector; 'P is the process noise vector; and i refers to the discrete

time. Similarly, the set of measurements are represented by

(A-2)

where Z is the measurement vector; and A represents the measurement noise vector.

B: The Kalman filter algorithm consists of the following two sets of equations:
(a) Prediction:
(A-3)

(A-4)

(A-5)
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(b) Correction:
(A-6)

(A-7)

(A-8)

where

and

(A-9)

8g:i

J:i

=

H:i

= 81t
i

81t:i
8h:i

where, J and H are Jacobian matrices of state and measurement variables respectively;
Rand Q are covariance matrices of process and measurement noise respectively; E is
the error covariance matrix;

e is the Identity matrix; and G is Kalman gain matrix.

In the prediction step, the latest available state estimates are extrapolated using
process model equations. In the correction step, these state estimates are corrected using
the Kalman gain matrix, at the next sampling instant, as soon as the information is
available from the measurements. For a non-linear process, the model equations are
linearized around the last state estimate as given in Equation A-9. More details are given
by Litchfield et al. (1979) and Jazwiniski (1970).
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II:

Euler Discrete-Time Approximations of Process Model Equations [presented
in section 3.3.1.1]
The process model equations of four important state variables (X, S, P, and q)

and two critical time-varying parameters

(~

and Yx/J are represented by the following

equations in discrete form:
(A-IO)

(A-II)

(A-12)

(A-13)

(A-14)

(A-IS)

Note: (a) (f.!s)av'(J-lp)av, and (f.!coz}av are estimated by giving equal weightage to both the
measured variables; and (b) Carbon dioxide evolution due to maintenance is neglected
in formulating the Equation A-13.
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Ill:

Typical values of diagonal elements in matrices Eo, R, and Q are:

* R(i,i)

Eo(i,i)

=

2.0

R(i,i)

=

[ (0.005 xf
(0.002 p)2

Q(i,i)

=

[ (0.005 X)2

(0.005 q)2

(0.002 S)2

(0.005 Ilx? (0.005YX/s)2 ]
(0.005qf]

[The magnitude of diagonal elements in R are proportional to the square of the standard
deviation of process noise times the absolute value of the corresponding variable (since
noise is relative to the absolute value].
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Appendix-B
Verification of the Validity of the New Equation with Different Solutes/Absorbing
Species
To verify the validity of the new equation, experiments were conducted with the
following three different solutes/absorbing species:

(a)

D-glucose (BDH Chemicals, Toronto ON);

(b)

tri-sodium citrate (BDH Chemicals, Toronto ON); and

(c) ethanol (Standard Chemical Company, Winnipeg, Manitoba).

The Spectronic 1001 Plus with a square quartz cuvette was used for these
experiments. All solutions of known concentrations were prepared using distilled water.
The selected wavelengths from absorption spectra are 220 nm for tri-sodium citrate, and
192 nm for glucose and ethanol. After introducing the reference solution in the
spectrophotometer the transmittance was adjusted to 100%.
Figures B-1 and B-2 show the experimental data with D-glucose, ethanol, and
tri-sodium citrate over concentration ranges from 5 to 15 gIL, 30 to 120 gIL, and 2.8 to
7 gIL respectively. from these results it is clear that Equation 3.2 is valid for different
solutes/species over wide concentration ranges. It is interesting to note that the same
equation could correlate light transmission data by yeast cells as well as absorption of
light by glucose, ethanol, and tri-sodium citrate which are quite different in their
physical, chemical, and molecular structures.
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Figure B-1:

Experimental verification of Equation 3.2 with D-glucose [using
Spectronic 1001 plus and a quartz cuvette of pathlength 10 mm].
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Experimental verification of Equation 3.2 with ethanol and tri-sodium
citrate [using Spectronic 1001 plus and a quartz cuvette of pathlength 10
mm]
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Appendix-C
Listing(s) of Computer Program(s) and (Dynamic) Experimental data
I:

Computer Programs: The Following is the list of four important computer
programs on the accompanying disk. The first three programs were written in
FORTRAN language, whereas the third one was written in TURBO PASCAL
6.0 language (as mentioned in section 4.6).

(a) EX_Kal.For:

This program was written for state and parameter estimation using
extended Kalman algorithm given in Appendix-A.

(b) SE_algo.for:

This program was written for state and parameter estimation using
SE algorithm given in section 3.3.1.

(c) Ad_opt.for:

This program was written for adaptive dynamic optimization of
the bioprocess based on state estimation, using optimization
strategy mentioned in section 3.3.1.3.

(d) Optimum.pas

This program was written in turbo pascal language, for real-time
monitoring, state and parameter estimation, and dynamic
optimization of a lab-scale continuous bioreactor [ethanol
fermentation]. It was implemented using an Opto-22 board and an
IBM PC 486/33, during the final phase of this research program.

II:

Experimental Data: Experimental data for each dynamic run was stored on the
accompanying disk under a relevant title [e.g. the experimental data for Case
study C-l has been stored under Case_C_l.dat].
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Appendix - D
Development of the New Equation Using a Probability Function
The following two very important and unstated assumptions are used in the
derivation of Beer-Lambert's law:
(a)

all photons have an equal probability

(~)

of getting absorbed during an

interaction between incident radiation and absorbing species; and
(b)

this probability remains unchanged as the radiation moves along the path
length [i.e. ~

= p (a constant)].

The reader is requested to note that these assumptions do not affect the
application of Beer-Lambert's law in any manner. Besides, these assumptions do not
contravene

the

present

day

understanding

about

Mathematically, the (discrete) probability function

(~)

electromagnetic

radiation.

can be represented as follows:

01

1 dN

dI
k

I

I dQ

(since

dN

0(

tiQ)

(0-1)

and,

p

(a

constant

)

(D-2)

In addition, it is assumed that at each interaction, the summation of the probability of
getting absorbed and the probability of getting transmitted (for a given photon) will be
equal to 1.
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In order to develop both Beer-Lambert's law and the new equation, starting from
the same assumptions, Equation D-2 has been modified as follows:

~

k
~

P

k

II

/II

.Q

P

P

1

::::::

kill .Q

1

+

P

1
when

k

when

k

.Q

+

/II

/II

P Q

« 1

P Q

» 1
(D-3)

[In Appendix-E, it is shown that Equation 0-3 can be developed using general principles
of engineering].
Substituting Equation 0-3 in Equation 0-1, and integrating over the path length results
in:

log

k
k

T

l
/II

(0-4)

log (k

III

P .Q

+

1)

Equation 0-4 can be simplified to Beer-Lambert's law when k'" p

I:

log T

II:

n«

1:

n

=

k'p

=

K'C

(3.1)

Equation D-4 can be simplified to new equation when k"'p

n. »

1, as shown

below:

log

T

=

!,:, log

::: K

log (k

(k

/U

P Q)

III

P Q )
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(D-5)

Subtracting the value for a reference solution from Equation D-5, results in the new
equation:

log

[.fa]

- K log

[go]

log

[.fa]

- K log

[-Be]

. log (

7 l-K

log

0

when

L

La
(3.8)

[L~ Co
C

Analysis of probability function:
Equation D-3 [proposed for the probability function] can be rewritten as follows:

1

T

1

P

(D-6)

1

+

k

1

/11

Q

From Equation D-6, it is clear that the probability function depends on two different
factors. It is likely that:

(a)

the first factor is a function of the characteristics of the absorbing species [which
remain constant over the path length (in a homogeneous medium)]; and

(b)

the second factor reflects the increasing difficulty [or decreasing probability]
associated with the removal of residual photons as the radiation moves along the
path length.
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It is interesting to note that:

(a)

none of the following basic assumptions in the derivation of Beer-Lambert' slaw
have been violated in developing the new equation:
dI

(b)

a

I

[general assumption]

a

C

[Beer's law]

a

dL

[Lambert's law]

both Beer-Lambert's law and the new equation could be developed starting from
the same set of assumptions.

Perhaps, the underlying reasoning behind this phenomenon may improve our
present day understanding about electromagnetic radiation and its basic constituents:
photons, the energy carriers.
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Appendix. E
Development of the Probability Function (s) Using
General Principles of Engineering
Equation D-I can be considered as the basic equation in the development of both
Beer-Lambert's law and the new equation:

dI

=

(D·I)

(k'S) I dn

It is interesting to note that Equation D-1 is analogous to basic equations
encountered in masslheat transfer problems in the field of engineering:

(k'S)

is analogous to

overall mass/heat transfer coefficient

I

is analogous to

driving force

dO

is analogous to

cross-sectional area available for masslheat transfer

In such a case (k'S) can be considered as overall energy (photon) transfer coefficient;
and estimated using:

(a)~,

energy transfer coefficient (radiation side); and (b) ~,.energy

transfer coefficient (species side). Based on experimental evidence, it can be
hypothesized that ~ is inversely proportional to the number of interactions encountered
by radiation along the path length. Mathematically, it can be represented as:

k

r

0(

1

N

(E-l)

.Q
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And,

~

is expected to remain a constant over the path length [in a homogeneous

medium] as it is a function of the characteristics of the absorbing species. In such a
case, (k'~) can be expressed as:

Q

1

( k IE; )
(kIt;,)

k

l

-x;

r

k
[ ; :' Q

(E-2)

1

+

s
+

1 ]

It can be observed that Equation E-2 is similar to Equation D-3 proposed for the
probability function in Appendix-D [where

~
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= k'p; and k'r = k'!k:"'].

